
Basi Priniples of White DwarfAsteroseismologyG. Fontaine1, P. Brassard1, S. Charpinet2, P.-O. Quirion3, S.K. Randall4,and V. Van Grootel51D�epartement de Physique, Universit�e de Montr�eal, Montr�eal, Qu�ebe, CanadaH3C 3J72Laboratoire d'Astrophysique de Toulouse-Tarbes, Universit�e de Toulouse, CNRS,14 av. E. Belin, 31400 Toulouse, Frane3Institut for Fysik og Astronomi, Aarhus Universitet, Aarhus, Denmark DK-80004European Southern Observatory, Karl-Shwarzshild-Str. 2, 85748 Garhing beiM�unhen, Germany5Institut d'Astrophysique et de G�eophysique, Universit�e de Li�ege, All�ee du 6 août17, B4000 Li�ege, Belgium1 Asteroseismology and White Dwarf StarsThe tehnique of asteroseismology exploits the information ontained in thenormal modes of vibration that may be exited during partiular phases inthe evolution of a star. Suh modes modulate the emergent ux of a pulsatingstar and manifest themselves primarily in terms of multiperiodi luminos-ity variations. In its simplest form, observational asteroseismology onsistsin gathering light urves, i.e., monitoring the (variable) brightness of pul-sating stars as a funtion of time. Standard signal proessing methods, suhas Fourier tehniques for example, are then used to extrat the periods (or,equivalently, frequenies), the apparent amplitudes, and the relative phases ofthe deteted pulsation modes.The next step { in essene the most basi omponent of the asteroseismo-logial approah as a whole { onsists in omparing the observed pulsationperiods with periods omputed from stellar models with the hope of �ndingan optimal model that provides a good physial desription of the real pul-sating star under srutiny. To insure that the searh for the optimal model inparameter spae is done objetively and automatially requires good model-building apabilities, eÆient period-mathing algorithms, and onsiderableomputing power. Otherwise, with simpler trial-and-error searh methods,there always remains a doubt about the uniqueness and validity of the bestperiod-mathing model that omes out of the exerise, a weakness that hasplagued most of asteroseismology so far.



2 G. Fontaine et al.The periods of pulsation modes of stellar models an generally be om-puted quite aurately and reliably within the framework of the linear theoryof stellar pulsations in its adiabati version (see below). The same framework(although omplementary nonadiabati alulations are then neessary) maybe used to ompute �rst-order orretions to the unperturbed emergent ux,an approah that is fundamental in the exploitation of the additional informa-tion ontained in the observed amplitudes and relative phases of the detetedpulsation modes. And indeed, onstraints on the angular geometry of a givenobserved pulsation mode may be obtained by omparing theoretial ampli-tude ratios and phase di�erenes with those observed in di�erent wavebandsthrough multiolor photometry and/or time-resolved spetrosopy. The sameis true when exploiting the relative amplitudes of modes in a given wavebandin onjuntion with those of their harmonis and ross-frequeny omponentsin the Fourier domain. When available, suh inferenes on the angular geom-etry of pulsation modes may provide extremely valuable onstraints in thesearh for the optimal model in parameter spae. In the end, if suessful, anasteroseismologial exerise leads to the determination of the global struturalparameters of a pulsating star and provides unique information on its internalstruture and evolutionary state. An outstanding example of suh a suessfulexerise is that provided reently by [11℄ for the pulsating sdB omponent ofthe lose elipsing binary system PG 1336�018.The tehnique of asteroseismology has found partiularly fertile groundsat the bottom of the HR diagram where several distint types of pulsatingstars have been disovered. These are generally referred to as the ompatpulsators (i.e., those with surfae gravities log g >� 5). Figure 1 illustratesthat portion of the surfae gravity-e�etive temperature plane where thesefamilies are found. Those inlude the ZZ Ceti stars whih are H-atmospherewhite dwarfs with Te� ' 12,000 K (�rst disovered by [26℄), the V777 Her starswhih are He-atmosphere white dwarfs with Te� ' 25,000 K ([45℄), and theGW Vir pulsators whih are He/C/O-atmosphere white dwarfs with Te� '120,000 K ([28℄). Figure 1 also indiates the loations of two other ategories ofpulsators whih were disovered more reently. These are the V361 Hya starswhih are short-period pulsating hot B subdwarf (sdB) stars ([24℄), and thelong-period V1093 Her pulsators whih are ooler and less ompat sdB stars([21℄). In addition, short-period pulsations have also been reported in the, sofar, unique objet SDSS J1600+0748 ([46℄), a very hot sdO subdwarf with logg � 5.9 and Te� � 71,000 K ([19℄). This objet may or may not be related to agroup of four sdO subdwarfs found in the luster ! Cen, and lustered aroundTe� � 50,000 K, for whih pulsational instabilities were reently disovered([35℄). Moreover, [30℄ have found the presene of at least one pulsation modein SDSS J1426+5752, a member of an entirely new and unexpeted kind ofvery rare white dwarfs, those of the so-alled Hot DQ spetral type, whihare relatively ool (Te� ' 20,000 K) stars with atmospheres dominated byarbon ([13℄). At the time of this writing, four more pulsating Hot DQ whitedwarfs have been found (see, e.g., [14℄). In all ases, the pulsators that we
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Fig. 1. Region of the log g�log Te� plane where the ompat pulsators are found.Eah of �ve distint families is identi�ed by its oÆial IAU name, and the year ofthe report of the disovery of the prototype of eah lass is also indiated. Twomore ategories are identi�ed by the year of their disovery, 2006�2011 and 2008,respetively. Typial evolutionary traks are plotted showing 1) the trak followedby a 0.6 M� post-AGB, H-rih star whih beomes a H-atmosphere white dwarf(dashed urve), 2) the path followed by a 0.6 M� post-AGB, H-de�ient star whihbeomes a He-atmosphere white dwarf (solid urve), and 3) the path followed by a0.478M� post-EHB model whih leads to the formation of a low-mass H-atmospherewhite dwarf (dotted urve).refer to are isolated stars or omponents of non-interating binaries, and theirluminosity variations are aused by internal partial ionization mehanisms.For ompleteness, we further point out that pulsational instabilities have alsobeen disovered in several areting white dwarfs in atalysmi variables([43℄; [1℄ and referenes therein).In the rest of this paper, we fous exlusively on the four kinds of isolatedpulsating white dwarfs that we urrently know of. Representative light urves,
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Fig. 2. Segments of typial optial light urves for eah of the four known types ofisolated pulsating white dwarfs. The urves referring to PG 0122+200, GD 358, andG207�9 were obtained with LAPOUNE, the Montr�eal portable 3-hannel photome-ter attahed to the 3.6 m CFHT telesope. This photometer uses photomultipliertubes as detetors. No �lter was used, so these are integrated \white light" data.In omparison, the urve for the muh fainter star SDSS J2200�0741 was obtainedby Betsy Green and Patrik Dufour using the Mont4K CCD amera mounted onthe Steward Observatory 1.6 m Kuiper telesope through a Shott 8612 broadband�lter.



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 5one eah for eah of the di�erent kinds, are shown in Figure 2. They are typialin that they all show multiperiodi variations and a lear tendeny to exhibitinreasingly nonlinear behavior with inreasing amplitude (as exempli�ed bythe ase of the large-amplitude pulsating DB white dwarf GD 358 shownhere). Pulsating white dwarfs generally have light urves that show peak-to-peak amplitudes in the range from �0.4 millimag in the lowest amplitudepulsators known to upward of 0.3 mag in the largest amplitude ones. Theluminosity variations are due to the presene of low-degree (l=1 and l=2)and low- to medium-order gravity modes that are exited through a partialionization mehanism (see below). The observed periods generally lie in therange from about 100 s to some 1400 s, although the upper limit an extendto several thousand seonds in low-gravity GW Vir pulsators.The properties of the pulsating white dwarfs have been extensively re-viewed reently by [17℄ and we refer the reader to that paper for the relevantdetails. In addition, [44℄ have provided another review on these stars. Giventhe availability of those papers, we felt that it would be more useful to disussthe topi from another point of view rather than provide what would nees-sarily amount to a shortened version of those manusripts. Hene, in a ped-agogial spirit, we deided to use our alloated spae to present a disussionof the priniples underlying the theory of pulsating stars as applied to whitedwarfs. Our target audiene is therefore researhers not neessarily familiarwith pulsation theory and those that are but may not be well-aquainted withthe peuliarities of white dwarf physis.2 Normal Modes of Vibration in a HomogeneousContinuous Elasti MediumIt is useful to �rst reall some elementary physis onerning normal modes ofvibration in simple mehanial systems. Thus, under the spei� assumptionthat the displaements of matter have small amplitudes ompared to the di-mensions of the system (this is the realm of the linear approah), the spatialand temporal behaviors of perturbations in a homogeneous elasti mediumare governed by the lassial wave equation,�2 (r; t)�t2 = �(k)2k2 r2 (r; t) ; (1)where  (r; t) is, in general, a ontinuous funtion of spae and time. Thiswave funtion ould represent, for example, the (small) displaement of anelement of matter with respet to its equilibrium position. In this equation,�(k) is the angular frequeny and k is the wave number.The general solution to this equation orresponds to an aousti or soundwave whih propagates with a speed  = �=k, a onstant harateristi ofthe spei� elasti medium of interest. In an in�nite medium, a ontinuum offrequenies is allowed, 0 � � � 1, in priniple. For �nite dimensions, however,



6 G. Fontaine et al.there are boundary onditions to be respeted at the frontiers of the domain,where waves are reeted. Only the waves with the \orret" wavelength orfrequeny (generally those with a node or an extremum at the boundaries)will resonate, the others disappearing through destrutive interferene afterseveral reetions. The normal modes of vibration are the solutions of thelassial wave equation in presene of boundary onditions (whih transformthe problem into an eigenvalue problem). Only ertain solutions are allowed(the normal modes or eigenfuntions), orresponding to a disrete spetrum ofpossible values of the angular osillation frequeny (the eigenvalues �0 < �1 <�2; :::). In a normal mode, all moving parts osillate at the same frequenyand go through their equilibrium positions at the same time.As a spei� example, onsider the simple ase of the transverse osillationsof an ideal elasti retangular membrane of dimension X�Y that is attahedat the edges. In that ase, the wave funtion is a simple salar,  (x; y; t),and the appropriate boundary onditions are spei�ed by  (x = 0; y; t) = (x = X; y; t) =  (x; y = 0; t) =  (x; y = Y; t) = 0. The solution of thelassial wave equation for this simple problem is well known. Spei�ally, theeigenfuntions are given by, (x; y; t) � sin(knxx)sin(knyy)ei�nx;ny t: (2)Note that the amplitude remains unde�ned (as in any linear problem) andis usually normalized to some onvenient arbitrary onstant. Likewise, theeigenvalues are given by, �nx;ny = qk2nx + k2ny ; (3)where  is the (onstant) speed of sound, andknx = (nx +1) �X ; nx = 0; 1; 2; :::; and kny = (ny +1) �Y ; ny = 0; 1; 2; ::::(4)Hene, in our 2D system, there are 2 \quantum" numbers , nx and ny, tospeify a mode. These numbers orrespond, respetively, to the number ofnodal lines that ut the x and y axis. Note that if there are symmetries(e.g., a square membrane), then di�erent modes may have the same osillationfrequeny. Suh modes are alled degenerate modes. It is easy to infer that aneigenmode in 3D should be spei�ed by three quantum numbers representingthe number of nodal surfaes that ut aross the system. Furthermore, ifthere are symmetries suh as that found in a spherial model of a star, thendegenerate eigenmodes are automatially present.3 Normal Modes of Vibration in StarsStars are not homogeneous systems. They an be generally onsidered, in a�rst approximation, as self-gravitating uid spheres with a depth-dependent



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 7hemial omposition. The speed of sound is not uniform (it depends on depth)and, furthermore, the uid elements in a star are subjeted to a variablegravitational aeleration from g = 0 at the enter to g = gs at the surfae.The waves that propagate inside a star are no longer pure aousti (or sound)waves, but they are of the gravito-aousti type. Suh waves are subjeted tospei� boundary onditions at the enter and at the surfae of the star. Thewaves are reeted there and one often speaks of a gravito-aousti avity todesribe a star in relation to its normal modes of vibration.In its most basi form (see, in this ontext, the exellent textbook by[40℄), the linear theory of nonradial stellar osillations uses as a starting pointthree well-known hydrodynami equations that govern the behavior of a uidin presene of gravity: the equation of motion, the equation of ontinuity,and Poisson's equation that relates the gravitational potential with the den-sity distribution of matter. In this version, the exhange of energy betweenthe thermal bath (the internal energy of the gas/uid) and the osillations(the kineti energy of the marosopi uid motions) is negleted. This is theadiabati approximation whih only allows a desription of the mehanialbehavior of the osillations and does not address the question of the sta-bility of the modes (whih involves thermal properties and the question ofenergy exhange). However, it turns out that nonadiabati e�ets generallyonly marginally inuene the value of the osillation frequeny of a pulsationmode in a stellar model, so the adiabati version an be used with on�-dene for omputing frequenies (periods) to suÆient auray to be of usein asteroseismologial exerises.The next step is to onsider only small perturbations in order to be ableto linearize the basi hydrodynami equations. The unperturbed equilibriumon�guration is usually that of a purely spherial stellar model. In keepingwith the fundamental properties of a normal vibration mode, all perturbedquantities of interest are assumed to osillate in phase and go through theirequilibrium positions at the same time. Hene, the dependent variables thatappear in the linearized equations are assumed to have a temporal dependenegiven by the standard osillatory term in linear physis, i.e., ei�t, where � isthe frequeny and t is the time. The tehnique of separation of variables is thenused to haraterize the spatial behavior of a mode in terms of a radial partand an angular part. For unperturbed spherial models, the angular behaviorof a mode omes out, not unexpetedly, to be given by a spherial harmonifuntion Y ml (�; �). One ends up with a system of 4 linear di�erential equationswith real variables (depending now only on the radial oordinate) whih, be-ause of boundary onditions to be respeted at the enter and at the surfaeof the star model, permits only ertain solutions (the modes) orrespondingto spei� values of the osillation frequeny � (the eigenvalues).A stellar pulsation mode is de�ned in terms of 3 disrete numbers, k, l,and m, the �rst one giving the number of nodes in the radial diretion ofthe eigenfuntion, and the others (l and m) being the indies of the spherialharmoni funtion that spei�es the angular geometry of the mode. The index



8 G. Fontaine et al.k is termed the \radial order" and may take on all positive integer values,i.e., k = 0, 1, 2, et. The index l is alled the \degree" of the mode andgives the total number of nodal planes that divide the stellar sphere (l =0, 1, 2,...). The number m is alled the \azimuthal order" and its absolutevalue jmj gives the number of nodal planes that divide the stellar sphereperpendiular to the equator while going through the poles. There are 2l+ 1possible values for m (�l;�l+1; :::0; :::l� 1; l). Non-rotating (spherial) starshave eigenfrequenies that are (2l+1)-fold degenerate in m. In that ase, theperiod of a pulsation mode is trivially related to its angular frequeny throughthe expression Pkl = 2�=�kl, independent of m.It should be pointed out that there exist two distint but omplementarybehaviors of gravito-aousti waves in a spherial star, one fundamentally ofaousti origin (as in a homogeneous sphere), and the other related to theation of gravity. In terms of normal modes of vibration, these behaviorsare respetively referred to as \pressure modes" (or p-modes) and \gravitymodes" (or g-modes).1 These di�erent behaviors are related to two fundamen-tal quantities that appear in the linearized pulsation equations: the so-alledBrunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny N de�ned by,N2 � g� 1�1 d lnPdr � d ln �dr � ; (5)and the Lamb frequeny Ll de�ned by,L2l � l(l + 1)2r2 with 2 = �1P� ; (6)where  is the loal adiabati sound speed and the other symbols have theirstandard meaning.Consider in this ontext an element of uid in equilibrium with its envi-ronment at some arbitrary depth in a star. If a perturbation is applied to thiselement suh that it is ompressed without hanging position in the star, arestoring fore proportional to the ontrast in density (or, equivalently, to thepressure gradient) between the perturbed element and its environment willestablish itself. Freed of the initial onstraint, the element will reat to therestoring fore by osillating in volume (density, pressure) about its equilib-rium on�guration. These osillations will our at a harateristi frequeny,the Lamb frequeny, whih is intimately related to the loal speed of soundat the equilibrium point in the star. These osillations are then essentiallyaousti in nature, and one speaks of aousti waves or, equivalently beausethe restoring fore is due to a pressure gradient, pressure waves. In normalsituations (e.g., in stable stars), the osillations are ultimately damped.Consider again an element of uid in equilibrium with its environmentat some arbitrary depth in a star. This time, the perturbation onsists in1 The gravity waves should not be onfused with the gravitational waves of generalrelativity.



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 9displaing the uid element in the vertial diretion, say above its equilib-rium position. The element is then heavier than it should be (its density ishigher than that of its new surroundings), and, freed of its initial onstraint,will return toward its equilibrium position, and will osillate up and downabout it. Normally, the osillations generated by the initial perturbation aredamped over a harateristi timesale that depends on the loal visosity.These osillations will our at a harateristi frequeny whih depends onthe loal physial onditions at the point of equilibrium, the Brunt-V�ais�al�afrequeny. In that ase, it is buoyany that provides the restoring fore andsine buoyany is diretly related to the magnitude of the loal gravitationalaeleration, one speaks of gravity waves.It should be lear that one annot separate ompletely the e�ets of pres-sure from those of gravity. For instane, in the last example, the ontrast indensity (pressure) betwen the displaed element and its surroundings shouldalso play a role. Hene, even though it is ustomary to divide the gravito-aousti waves in two separate branhes (one speaks of pressure modes and ofgravity modes in stellar pulsation theory), the eigenfrequenies of the normalpulsation modes of a star depend at the same time on both the variation ofthe Lamb frequeny with depth and on that of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny.It is possible to derive a useful dispersion relation for gravito-aoustiwaves by making two simplifying assumptions. The �rst one is the so-alledCowling approximation whih onsists in negleting the perturbation of thegravitational potential. In that approximation, the adiabati pulsation equa-tions redue to a system of 2 linear di�erential equations. Although the Cowl-ing approximation is not very good for modes with low values of k and l and,more generally, for p-modes (it is not used in detailed numerial alulations),it is suÆient in the ontext of the present disussion.The seond approximation, termed the loal approximation, fousses onan arbitrary shell in a stellar model in whih most of the quantities appearingin the two remaining pulsation equations (speed of sound, Lamb frequeny,Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny, loal gravitational aeleration) an be seen as notvarying very muh in the radial diretion over the shell region whih, at thesame time, overs a large number of radial wavelengths. This is possible onlyfor modes with large values of the radial order k. If the radial variations areompletely negleted, then one �nds that the eigenfuntions have a behavior ofthe type exp(ikrr), where kr is a radial wave number that obeys the followingdispersion relation, k2r = 12�2 ��2 � L2l � ��2 �N2� : (7)This indiates that the osillations propagate radially (osillatory behavior)if kr is a real quantity or are evanesent (exponential behavior) if kr is animaginary quantity.Aording to the dispersion relation, there exist two propagation zonesin a stellar model orresponding to two distint types of pulsation modes.



10 G. Fontaine et al.Spei�ally, k2r is positive (and kr is thus real) when �2 > L2l , N2. Thisorresponds to the p-modes. Likewise, k2r is again positive when �2 < L2l , N2,and this ours for the g-modes. In the regions of the star where L2l < �2 < N2or N2 < �2 < L2l , k2r is negative (kr is imaginary), and the gravito-aoustiwaves are evanesent.It is possible to obtain further qualitative information as to the behaviorsof the eigenfrequenies (periods) of both p-modes and g-modes by onsideringtwo limiting ases. Spei�ally, in the limit where �2 � L2l ; N2, the abovedispersion relation leads to, �2 = �2p ' 2k2r . (8)This is the limit where essentially pure aousti or pressure modes are foundsine only the speed of sound is involved in the right hand side term of equation(8). One an see that the frequeny (period) of a p-mode inreases (dereases)when kr (i.e, the number of nodes in the radial diretion) inreases.In the opposite limit where �2 � L2l ; N2, equation (7) redues to,�2 = �2g ' l(l+ 1)N2k2rr2 . (9)This is the limit of pure gravity modes sine only the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny(and no aousti term) is involved in the expression. One an infer that thefrequeny (period) of a g-mode dereases (inreases) when the radial orderinreases. In addition, the frequeny (period) of a g-mode of given radialorder inreases (dereases) when the degree index l inreases. Furthermore,g-modes with a degree index l = 0 { these would be radial modes { do notexist as they have a frequeny of zero.In brief, gravito-aousti modes behave as almost pure pressure modes atvery high frequenies, while they behave as almost pure gravity modes at verylow frequenies. In both ases, these limits orrespond to very large values ofthe radial order, i.e., k � 1, sometimes referred to as the \asymptoti limit".As indiated above, it is important to realize that for gravito-aousti modesof low radial order (suh as those generally observed in white dwarf starsfor instane), the eigenfrequenies depend at the same time on both aoustiand gravity e�ets. Despite this, the usual nomenlature in stellar pulsationtheory is to keep the terms p-modes and g-modes for all modes with radialorder k � 1.Figure 3 summarizes these onsiderations on the basis of an exat alula-tion of the low-order, low-degree period spetrum of a typial model of a ZZCeti pulsator. This model is haraterized by a total massM = 0:6M� and ane�etive temperature Te� = 11,800 K. It has a pure arbon ore surrounded bya helium mantle ontaining 10�3 of the total mass of the star, itself surroundedby a hydrogen outer layer ontaining 10�6 of the total mass of the star. Thehemial pro�le in the ompositional transition layers has been omputed un-der the assumption of di�usive equilibrium. The model-de�ning parameters
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Fig. 3. Low-order and low-degree period spetrum for a representative model of aZZ Ceti star. Results are shown for values of the degree index l = 0, 1, 2, and 3.The values of the radial order k are also indiated up to k = 5. The two familiesof gravito-aousti modes, the p-modes and the g-modes, are learly illustrated.Sometimes, depending on the onvention adopted, the radial indies of g-modes areassigned negative values, so that, on a frequeny sale, the values of k inrease withinreasing frequeny over the full spetrum.are fully representative of a ZZ Ceti star. This equilibrium struture will beused again below as a referene model.We omputed all pulsation modes with values of l = 0, 1, 2, and 3 in theperiod window 1�1000 s for our referene model. Figure 3 neatly illustrates thep-mode and g-mode branhes of the gravito-aousti period spetrum, as wellas the so-alled \fundamental mode" for modes with l � 2. The fundamentalmode has no node in the radial diretion (k = 0) and falls between the p- andg-branh. In white dwarfs, that mode is more akin to a p-mode than a g-mode,although, one again, it does depend on both aousti and gravity e�ets. Itis noteworthy that an isolated star annot have a fundamental mode if thedegree value is l = 1 sine this would imply a motion of the enter of massduring a pulsation yle, an impossibility for a star subjet to no externalfores. Also, as indiated earlier, g-modes with l = 0 do not exist. Modes



12 G. Fontaine et al.with l = 0 are known as radial modes beause all motions are restrited tothe radial diretion as there is no angular dependene (Y 00 (�; �) = onstant).They are simply a partiular ase of nonradial p-modes. Their eigenperiodspetrum does ontain a fundamental mode.It should be pointed out that a stellar atmosphere loses its apaity toreet bak toward the interior outgoing gravito-aousti waves in the limitof very high radial order k. Indeed, in this limit, pulsation eigenmodes arestrongly damped by outwardly propagating waves in the atmosphere and arenot expeted to belong to the gravito-aousti avity mentioned above. Inother words, high radial order modes \leak through" the atmosphere and theirenergy is lost to the outside. A method for estimating these uto� { or ritial{ periods in a white dwarf ontext has been developed by [23℄. Applying thisapproah to the representative ZZ Ceti star model used in Figure 3, we �ndthat p-modes with periods less than �0.1 s and g-modes with periods largerthan �6000/pl(l+ 1) s are not expeted to be of interest in that model.4 Properties of Pulsation Modes in White DwarfsIn the adiabati approximation, there are four distint eigenfuntions thatome out of the numerial eigenvalue problem and whih speify a given pul-sation mode. It is possible to express two of those2 diretly in terms of �r(r)and �h(r), the radial and horizontal omponent of the Lagrangian displae-ment vetor, respetively. The latter is given by,� = ��r(r); �h(r) ��� ; �h(r) 1sin � ����Y ml (�; �)ei�t; (10)and has an obvious physial interpretation. In the following, we use the twodistint (radial) eigenfuntions, �r(r) and �h(r), to illustrate some interestingproperties of pulsation modes in white dwarfs. Note that, for a given mode,both �r(r) and �h(r) have, of ourse, the same number of nodes in the radialdiretion (that is the radial order k of the mode), but those nodes do not over-lap in spae. For g-modes, the nodes of the �r eigenfuntion are systematiallyhigher in the star than the orresponding nodes of the �h eigenfuntion. Theopposite is true for p-modes.4.1 Propagation diagramFigure 4 is known as a \propagation diagram" and illustrates the behavior ofthe modes in relation to the pro�les of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny and of theLamb frequeny as funtions of depth. The plot refers to our representative2 In pratie, at the numerial level, the atual eigenfuntions are onveniently ex-pressed in terms of dimensionless quantities suh as the well-renowned \Dziem-bowski variables" ([16℄).
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Fig. 4. Propagation diagram for quadrupole (l = 2) modes omputed using a rep-resentative model of a ZZ Ceti pulsator. The solid urve shows the pro�le of thelogarithm of the square of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny as a funtion of frationalmass depth. The value of log q = 0 orresponds to the enter of the stellar model.The loations of two atmospheri layers, those with �R = 10�2 and �R = 1, arealso indiated by the vertial dotted lines on that sale. Likewise, the dashed urvegives the logarithmi pro�le of the square of the Lamb frequeny for modes with l= 2. The labelled horizontal dotted lines show the low-order frequeny spetrum,again on a sale involving the logarithm of the square of the frequeny. The dotsgive the loations of the nodes of the (radial) eigenfuntion �r(r) for the di�erentmodes illustrated.ZZ Ceti star model and features an absissa de�ned by the logarithm of thefrational mass depth, a sale hosen to emphasize the outer layers wheremost of the \ation" goes on in terms of modal behavior in white dwarfs.This sale is used repeatedly below in other �gures. The solid urve shows thedistribution of the logarithm of the square of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny.The well in the pro�le is due to the presene of a super�ial onvetion zoneaused by H partial ionization in the model. In addition, there are two bumpsin the distribution of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny, one entered around log q' �6 and assoiated with the H/He ompositional transition zone, and theother entered around log q ' �3 and assoiated with the He/C transitionzone. The former feature is stronger than the latter beause there is a larger



14 G. Fontaine et al.ontrast in mean moleular weight between H and He than between He andC. The dashed urve in Figure 4 shows the pro�le of the logarithm of thesquare of the Lamb frequeny for quadrupole (l = 2) modes, the ones hosenfor this illustrative example. Bumps due again to the presene of ompositionaltransition zones are present, but the one assoiated with the He/C transitionregion is quite weak and is hardly visible in the plot. These ompositionalfeatures are signi�ant as they \pinh" the eigenfuntions and produe modetrapping and mode on�nement, ultimately leading to a nonuniform perioddistribution. The e�et is partiularly important in g-modes as an be seenin the low-order modes of the kind illustrated in Figure 3 above.The horizontal dotted lines give the values of the logarithm of the squareof the eigenfrequenies for quadrupole modes in a range overing from the k =6 g-mode (termed g6) at the low-frequeny end to the k = 6 p-mode (termedp6) at the high-frequeny end of the retained interval. Note, in passing, thenonuniform distribution of eigenfrequenies that is partiularly evident for thelow-order g-modes onsidered here, a harateristi that was mentioned justabove in the previous paragraph. The dots in the �gure give the loations ofthe nodes in the radial diretion for eah of the modes illustrated. Hene, thef -mode shows no node, onsistent with its radial order k = 0. The loationsof the nodes indiate where, in a stellar model, a given pulsation mode hasan osillatory behavior in the radial diretion, a region where the mode issaid to propagate. Figure 4 then learly reveals that p-modes propagate when�2 > L2l , N2, while g-modes do when �2 < L2l , N2. This result, oming fromdetailed numerial omputations, is entirely onsistent with the onsiderationspresented in the previous setion. In addition, Figure 4 shows that low-orderp-modes in white dwarfs propagate in muh deeper layers than low-order g-modes, whih instead propagate in the outermost layers. Quite interestingly,this is the exat opposite of the behavior enountered in main sequene starsand in all nondegenerate stars in general.We note, in this ontext, that the searh for g-modes in the Sun is on-sidered of fundamental interest in helioseismology, as a suessful detetionwould allow the extension of asteroseismologial probing of the solar interiorto muh deeper regions than is urrently possible on the basis of the observedp-modes. In white dwarfs, only low- to medium-order g-modes have been ob-served so far, and it is the low-order p-modes that would allow to probe theore best. Although the presene of exited p-modes is expeted from nona-diabati pulsation theory, suh modes have yet to be found in white dwarfs.The latest (unsuessful) attempt to detet p-modes in white dwarfs using theVLT has been reported by [39℄.4.2 Angular modal dependeneIn a nonradially pulsating star in general, the luminosity variations are due tosuper�ial temperature waves, hanges of volume, and hanges of shape, all



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 15of whih an be modeled in terms of temperature, radius, and surfae grav-ity perturbations. In pulsating white dwarfs, it was �rst shown by [36℄ thatthe luminosity variations are ompletely dominated by temperature pertur-bations, a result that has been formally on�rmed by [34℄, although the latterauthors pointed out that this is not neessarily true in the ores of absorptionlines. Hene, to a good approximation, the luminosity variations of a pulsatingwhite dwarf may be visualized solely in terms of temperature waves aross adisk that otherwise does not hange in shape or surfae area.Figure 5 illustrates typial angular geometries for nonradial pulsationmodes expeted in white dwarfs, given that the modes for whih the degreeindex has been identi�ed so far have values of l = 1 or l = 2. One reognizes,of ourse, the geometries of spherial harmoni funtions. Eah olumn refersto a mode with �xed angular indies l and m, and shows the instantaneoustemperature distribution on the visible disk over half a pulsation yle ov-ered by �ve distint phases. For eah of the �ve di�erent modes depited (the�ve olumns), it is assumed that the stellar sphere is inlined suh that theangle between the line-of-sight and the symmetry axis of the pulsation modeis equal to 1 radian (to be regarded as a representative value).The �rst two olumns refer to dipole (l = 1) modes, i.e., to a geometry inwhih there is one nodal plane that divides the stellar sphere into two equalhemispheres. The ase m = 0 (�rst olumn) orresponds to a nodal planethat is the same as the equatorial plane (i.e., the ut is perpendiular to thesymmetry axis), while the ase jmj= 1 (seond olumn) orresponds to a nodalplane that is akin to a great meridian plane (i.e., the ut is along the symmetryaxis). It should be understood that, at any given time, all eigenfuntions ofinterest have zero amplitude on an angular nodal plane, from the enter tothe surfae of the model.The last three olumns refer to quadrupole (l = 2) modes, i.e., they involvetwo nodal planes. The ase m = 0 (third olumn) orresponds to two nodalplanes parallel to the equatorial plane, the ase jmj = 1 (fourth olumn) toone nodal plane fused into the equatorial plane and one nodal plane along thesymmetry axis, and the ase jmj = 2 (�fth olumn) to two nodal planes goingthrough the pulsation axis and perpendiular to eah other. It is interesting topoint out that modes with m = 0 have nodal planes that do not hange withtime, whereas modes with jmj 6= 0 have jmj planes that \rotate"about thesymmetry axis. From that point of view, the angular omponent of a m = 0mode may be onsidered as a standing wave, while that of a jmj 6= 0 mode maybe onsidered as a running wave. Note that the two modes with the same valueof jmj but with di�erent signs have similar temperature distributions (or othereigenfuntions of interest) that \rotate" at the same absolute speed about thesymmetry axis, but one lokwise and the other ounterlokwise. It shouldbe noted that the \rotation speed" is diretly related to the eigenfrequeny�. Figure 5 shows further that for standing angular waves (m = 0 modes),the instantaneous temperature distribution beomes uniform aross the visible
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Fig. 5. Instantaneous temperature distributions on the visible disk of a white dwarfmodel for di�erent modal angular geometries. Eah olumn refers to a given pair(l,m), and overs half a pulsation yle in �ve phases. The pulsation frequeny isarbitrary and remains unde�ned in this plot. In eah ase, the angle of inlinationbetween the line-of-sight and the axis of symmetry of the pulsation has been �xedto 1 radian. The olor ode is suh that the deepest blue may orrespond to thehighest loal temperature (above the average one), the deepest red may orrespondto the lowest loal temperature (below the average), and purple orresponds to theaverage unperturbed temperature.



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 17disk twie during a pulsation yle. This is well illustrated in the �rst andthird olumn for the phase orresponding to 1/4 of a full yle. In ontrast,running angular waves (jmj 6= 0) never show a phase when the temperaturedistribution is uniform aross the visible disk. Finally, for ompleteness, itshould be remembered that pulsation modes with a value of the azimuthalorder m = 0 are sometimes referred to as \zonal modes", while those withl = jmj are alled \setorial modes".4.3 Radial modal dependeneFigure 6 illustrates the typial radial dependene of the �r and �h eigenfun-tions orresponding, respetively, to the radial and horizontal omponent ofthe displaement vetor in a pulsating white dwarf. We again refer to our rep-resentative ZZ Ceti star model, and we onsider the lowest order quadrupolemodes from g5 to p5, inluding the f -mode.The upper panel of the �gure depits the pro�le of �r as a funtion ofdepth for the f -mode, three low-order p-modes (p1, p3, and p5), and the threeorresponding low-order g-modes (g1, g3, and g5). The modes with radial orderk = 2 and k = 4 were not plotted in order to not lutter the diagram too muh.In keeping with our remark above in Setion 2 related to the linear approah,the amplitudes of the eigenfuntions in the linear theory of stellar pulsationshave to be arbitrarily normalized at some onvenient value and loation. Here,the amplitude of the �r eigenfuntion has been normalized to the value of oneat the surfae of the model for eah mode onsidered, i.e., �r(r = R) = 1.Hene, a omparison of the �r pro�les for various modes beomes meaningfulif one understands that the amplitudes of all the modes are normalized to bethe same at the surfae of the star.One an see that the amplitudes of the low-order p-modes are generallymuh larger than those of the low-order g-modes in the deeper layers. Thelatter exhibit nodes muh higher in the star than the former (these nodesare, of ourse, the same as those shown in Figure 4 above). It is interestingto observe that the f -mode keeps the largest amplitude over the full stellarmodel. Also, the g3 mode behaves di�erently from the g1 and g5 modes in thatits amplitude in the stellar ore remains omparatively large, whereas the twoother modes show very small amplitude values at these depths. This is beausethe g3 mode is partially on�ned below the H/He transition layer due to aresonane ondition: the seond node in �r (ounting from the surfae inward)falls just below the H/He ompositional transition zone, while, at the sametime, the �rst node in �h falls just above. The orollary ondition for trappingof a g-mode above a ompositional transition zone is that the nth node of the�r eigenfuntion falls just above the transition region, while the nth node of the�h eigenfuntion falls just below. This notion of mode on�nement and modetrapping for g-modes in white dwarfs aused by the onion-like ompositionalstrati�ation has thoroughly been disussed by [4℄, inluding these onditions
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Fig. 6. Upper panel: Pro�le of the radial eigenfuntion �r as a funtion of depthfor the lowest order quadrupole modes in our referene ZZ Ceti star model. Lowerpanel: Absolute ratio of the horizontal to the radial omponent of the displaementvetor for the same modes.of resonane. The reader is referred to that paper for more details. We brieyrevisit the onept of mode on�nement/trapping below.The lower panel of Figure 6 shows the absolute ratio of the horizontal toradial omponents of the displaement vetor as a funtion of depth for thesame modes. This is a partiularly interesting plot as the results are inde-pendent of the atual normalization adopted. That is, whatever the atualamplitude of a mode, linear theory predits a given amplitude ratio betweenj�hj and j�rj as shown in the �gure. The maxima in the urves orrespond to



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 19the nodes in the �r eigenfuntion, while the minima orrespond to the nodesin the �h eigenfuntion. As indiated above, the number of nodes for a givenmode is the same for the radial and horizontal displaement eigenfuntions,but they do not fall at the same loations in the star.It is quite instrutive to fous on the amplitude ratio at the surfae ofthe model. Thus, in the observable atmospheri layers of a pulsating whitedwarf, matter is displaed muh more horizontally than vertially during thepulsation yle of a g-mode. Indeed, aording to the lower panel of the �gure,the ratio of the horizontal to radial omponents of the displaement vetoralready exeeds 100 for a k = 3 mode, and it inreases rapidly with inreasingradial order. Conversely, the ratio of the radial to horizontal displaementinreases rapidly with inreasing radial order for p-modes, reahing nearly100 for the p5 mode illustrated in Figure 6. The ontrast between horizontaland radial displaements is even larger for l = 1 modes, being some threetimes larger for the k = 3 g-mode than the g3 quadrupole mode shown in the�gure. It is therefore ertain that the g-modes observed in pulsating whitedwarfs orrespond to material motions that are essentially horizontal in thesuper�ial layers. The very large surfae gravity harateristi of white dwarfs(log g � 8) is at the origin of this phenomenon.4.4 Kineti energyAn interesting global property of a pulsation mode is its kineti energy de�nedby the general relation, Ekin � 12 ZV �v2 dV , (11)where the integration is arried out over the total volume oupied by the star.If one neglets the rotation of the star and any other possible marosopiveloity �eld (suh as onvetion or meridional irulation), one an expressthe kineti energy in terms of a radial integral involving the two eigenfuntions�r and �h, Ekin � �22 RZ0 ��r(r)2 + l (l + 1) �h(r)2� �r2 dr . (12)Given the arbitrary normalization of the eigenfuntions in linear theory,the kineti energy of a mode is known only to within a multipliative fator. Inpratie, this means that only relative omparisons between the kineti ener-gies of di�erent modes have a physial sense. Hene, to exite a mode with thesame observable amplitude at the surfae of a star as that of a referene moderequires (more or less) energy, and that inrement is given by the di�erene,�Ekin, between the kineti energies of the two modes.Figure 7 shows the distribution of the kineti energy as a funtion ofthe period for the series of quadrupole modes with periods falling between
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Fig. 7. Kineti energy as a funtion of period for the family of quadrupole modeswith periods in the range from 1 s to 1000 s as omputed using our referene ZZCeti model.1 s and 1000 s as omputed on the basis of our representative ZZ Ceti starmodel. Given the behavior of its displaement eigenfuntions { as an beobserved in Figure 6 { in onjuntion with equation (12), it is not surprisingthat the f -mode omes out with the largest kineti energy of the lot. Indeed,the amplitude of the fundamental mode (both in �r and �h) is basially largerthan any other mode over the whole stellar model. This means that the f -mode requires the most energy to be exited to a given surfae amplitude.Sometimes, suh a mode is referred to as the one with the most \inertia".The fat that the low-order p-modes have signi�antly larger amplitudesthan their g-mode ounterparts in the deeper regions of a white dwarf (seeagain Figure 6), ombined with the large values of the density � at these depthsompared to its envelope values, readily explains why the kineti energies ofthe p-modes are muh larger than those of the g-modes. This is an importantharateristi of white dwarf stars. In addition, the eigenfuntions depited inFigure 6 for both p-modes and g-modes exhibit an outward \migration" withinreasing radial order in the sense that their amplitudes tend to drop to verysmall values in an outwardly growing region from the enter. This explains



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 21the signi�ant drop of the kineti energy with inreasing radial order alongthe two branhes of nonradial modes.The ase of g-modes merits further disussion as these are the modesobserved in real pulsating white dwarfs. For instane, a mode like g3 in Figure7 shows a loal maximum in kineti energy along the g-branh. As brieyalluded to above, suh a mode an be seen as partially on�ned below theH/He transition zone. It exhibits the larger amplitudes below that regionas ompared to other g-modes and, therefore, it has a larger kineti energy.Conversely, the g6 mode shows a loal minimum in kineti energy due to thefat that it tends to be partially trapped above the H/He transition zone, withthe onsequene that it has lower amplitudes below that region as omparedto its immediate adjaent modes.4.5 Weight funtionIt has been shown by [27℄ (and see also [7℄) that the eigenvalues of the adiabatipulsation equations an be estimated from a variational approah. For a purelyspherial model, the square of an eigenfrequeny is given by,�2 = DA , (13)where D and A are two integral expressions involving the eigenfuntions ofthat eigenfrequeny. This expression an be used, after the solution of theeigenvalue problem has been obtained, to derive a variational estimate of theeigenfrequeny. While this is generally less aurate than the result providedby the eigenvalue itself, in part due to the fat that the boundary onditionsused in the variational approah are not exatly the same as those used inthe eigenvalue problem, the approah is often used as a measure of internalonsisteny. Of greater interest, however, is the fat that equation (13) involvesintegral expressions over the stellar model. While the integral A appearing inthe denominator is simply proportional to the kineti energy de�ned above,the integrand of the integralD appearing in the numerator provides a measureof the ontribution of eah shell in the stellar model to the overall integral.As suh, the integrand of the integral D for a given pulsation mode is oftenreferred to as the \weight funtion" of the mode. This onept is very usefulfor inferring whih regions of a stellar model ontribute most to the formationof a mode. The integral D may be written,D = RZ0 ��2rN2 + (P 0)2�1P� + �0� P 0�1P + �rN2g �� �r2 dr , (14)where two other adiabati eigenfuntions expliitly appear: �0 (the Eulerianperturbation of the gravitational potential), and P 0 (the Eulerian perturbationof the pressure).
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Fig. 8. Upper panel: Normalized weight funtion as a funtion of depth for a fewlow-order quadrupole modes in our referene ZZ Ceti star model. The normalizationinsures that the area under eah urve is the same. Lower panel: Normalized weightfuntion for a on�ned mode (g3) and a trapped mode (g6).Figure 8 illustrates the weight funtions for a few of the low-order quadrupolepulsation modes that have been disussed above for our representative whitedwarf model. The weight funtion of eah mode is normalized suh that thearea under eah urve is the same. In keeping with our previous disussion, itis not surprising to observe in the upper panel that a p-mode of a given radialorder has a weight funtion indiating a sensitivity to muh deeper layers thanits orresponding g-mode. Again, this indiates that p-modes depend more on



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 23the physial onditions in the interior than g-modes do. The latter are mostlyenvelope modes in ool pulsating white dwarfs suh as ZZ Ceti stars.The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the weight funtions of the quadrupolemodes g3 and g6 that have been disussed above. The former is partiallyon�ned below the H/He transition zone entered on log q ' �6, while thelatter is partially trapped above that ompositional transition region. Clearly,their weight funtions reet this state of a�air. It should be evident thatthis onept of mode on�nement/trapping must be seen as the result of a(relatively weak) partial wave reetion in the transition layers, allowing theon�ned mode to extend above the transition region, and the trapped mode toextend below that region. The modes remain global (as always), but they aremore sensitive to the onditions found above or below, depending on whetheror not they are trapped or on�ned.It is very instrutive to investigate the evolution of the weight funtionof a pulsation mode along the evolutionary trak followed by a ooling whitedwarf. In this way, one an appreiate the hange of regime from the GW Virhot phase of evolution to the ool ZZ Ceti phase (whih has been emphasizedthrough the use of our referene model in the illustrative examples presentedso far). Along the ooling trak (see, e.g., the urves shown in Figure 1), theoverall degeneray of a white dwarf model inreases and this pushes the regionof g-mode formation outwards. This implies that mode sensitivity to modelparameters hanges from the GW Vir phase to the V777 Her phase and theZZ Ceti regime.This notion of hanging mode sensitivity along the white dwarf oolingtrak is well illustrated in the top panel of Figure 9. In order to avoid theompliations aused by hemial layering, i.e., mode on�nement and trap-ping whih would ause the weight funtion not to behave monotonially andonfuse the plot, the evolution of a pure C model was onsidered. The �gureshows the weight funtion of the lowest-order (k =1) dipole g-mode in termsof depth, and in terms of di�erent phases of ooling as quanti�ed by the ef-fetive temperature. The weight funtion is again normalized so that the areaunder eah urve is the same. Figure 9 learly reveals the outward migrationof the region of g-mode formation with ooling. This implies that the pulsa-tion modes of a white dwarf (the g-modes as observed) progressively lose theirability to probe the deep interior (GW Vir regime) and beome more sensitiveto the details of the outermost layers (ZZ Ceti regime) as ooling proeeds.It is partiularly obvious here that the k =1, l = 1 g-mode in the 10,117 Kmodel does not probe the ore very well.The panel at the bottom of Figure 9 illustrates, in ontrast, the fat thatthere is little migration of the region of mode formation for a p-mode in anevolving white dwarf. There is some outward migration, partiularly below30,000 K, but the e�et remains mild. Hene, even at Te� = 10,117 K, the p1mode still probes the deep ore as it did at muh higher e�etive temperatures.The g-modes are thus muh more sensitive to the outward progression of thedegeneray boundary in an evolving white dwarf than p-modes an be. The
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Fig. 9. Upper panel: Evolution of the normalized weight funtion for the lowest-order dipole g-mode in a series of models ulled from an evolutionary sequene ofpure C white dwarfs. Lower panel: Similar, but for the lowest-order dipole p-mode.reason for this is to be found in the di�erent behavior of the Brunt-V�ais�al�afrequeny ompared to that of the Lamb frequeny.4.6 Rotational splittingThe variational approah put forward by [27℄ is again of great use for estimat-ing the e�ets of slow rotation on the eigenfrequeny spetrum of a pulsatingstar. In pratie, \slow rotation" means that 
 � �, where 
 is the rotationfrequeny of the star. The variational method allows the treatment of slow ro-



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 25tation as a perturbation and leads to orretions to the eigenfrequenies thatare given in terms of integral expressions involving the unperturbed eigen-funtions, i.e., those oming out of the solution of the eigenvalue problem forpurely spherially symmetri models (suh as �r and �h enountered above).The main e�et of slow rotation is to destroy the spherial symmetry ofthe star and, as a onsequene, the (2l + 1)-fold degeneray that exists forthe eigenfrequenies of modes with di�erent values of m but belonging to thesame pair (k,l) in a nonrotating model is lifted. Under the assumption that theangular rotation frequeny is a simple funtion of depth, 
(r), the frequenyof a mode, now de�ned by the three indies k, l, and m, is given through�rst-order perturbation theory by,�klm ' �kl �m Z R0 
(r)Kkl(r)dr , (15)where �kl is the frequeny of the degenerate modes (k,l) in the absene ofrotation, and the seond term on the right side is the �rst-order orretion tothat frequeny, with m taking on the values �l;�l+ 1; :::; l � 1; l. The quan-tity Kkl(r) appearing in the orretion term is referred to as the �rst-orderrotation kernel. It obviously plays the role of a weight funtion, very muhsimilar to the weight funtion disussed above for the eigenfrequeny, but,this time, referring to the regions ontributing to the frequeny splitting dueto rotation. It is given by the following expression involving the unperturbedeigenfuntions,Kkl(r) = f�2r + [l(l + 1)� 1℄�2h � 2�r�hg�r2R R0 f�2r + l(l+ 1)�2hg�r2 dr . (16)If the star is further assumed to rotate as a solid body (
 6= 
(r)), equation(15) redues to, �klm ' �kl �m
(1� Ckl) , (17)where 
 is the (uniform) angular rotation frequeny, and Ckl is a dimension-less quantity named the �rst-order solid body rotation oeÆient (or LedouxoeÆient). It is given by,Ckl = R R0 f2�r�h + �2hg�r2 drR R0 f�2r + l(l+ 1)�2hg�r2 dr . (18)Given the solution of the eigenvalue problem for a mode, equation (18) allowsthe evaluation of the Ckl oeÆient for that mode. Note that �rst-order solidbody rotation leads to a set of equally-spaed frequenies with a splittingbetween adjaent frequeny omponents given by,�� = 
 (1� Ckl) . (19)



26 G. Fontaine et al.Figure 10 shows the values of the �rst-order solid body rotation oeÆientfor a series of quadrupole modes (the same as those illustrated in Fig. 7)overing the period interval 1�1000 s, and referring to our representativewhite dwarf model. As is the ase for all types of stars, the values of Ckl forp-modes tend to beome very small ompared to 1 in the asymptoti limitof high radial order. In ontrast, the values of Ckl for g-modes tend towardsa nonzero value, 1=(l(l + 1)), in the same limit, as an be seen in the �gurefor l = 2. Note that the lowest-order g-modes { of most interest for pulsatingwhite dwarfs { show signi�antly di�erent values of Ckl from one mode toanother, a good thing beause this may help in onstraining the radial orderof a mode versus another one in presene of observed rotational splitting.

Fig. 10. First-order solid body rotation oeÆient as a funtion of period for thefamily of quadrupole modes with periods in the range from 1 s to 1000 s as omputedon the basis of our referene ZZ Ceti star model. The format is similar to that ofFig. 7 above, and the modes onsidered are the same.Figure 11 shows examples of frequeny spetra, with and without rotation,obtained from our referene white dwarf model. A relatively small value of 3h was assumed for the rotation period of the model in order to learly see thesplit omponents in frequeny spae. Note that suh a value is \slow" from adynamial point of view for a ompat star suh as a white dwarf. In pratie,



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 27rotational splitting has been deteted and used to infer the rotation periodof some 14 pulsating white dwarfs so far (see Table 4 of [17℄). The inferredrotation periods vary from 5 h to 55 h, whih is again quite slow.

Fig. 11. Rotational splitting in our representative ZZ Ceti star model. The low-order g-mode frequeny spetra for both dipole and quadrupole modes, with andwithout rotation turned on, are illustrated. It is assumed that the star rotates as asolid body and with a (relatively) short period of 3 h. Degenerate dipole modes splitinto triplets, while quadrupole modes split into quintuplets. The spaings betweenadjaent omponents within a given multiplet are the same in frequeny spae asshown here.5 Period EvolutionAnother observable of high potential interest for white dwarf asteroseismologyis the rate of period hange of a mode in a given pulsating star. If the periodhange is due primarily to the seular evolution of the star, and not to externalauses suh as, e.g., the yli orbital motion in a lose binary or planet-harboring star, then adiabati asteroseismology an be used to infer additional



28 G. Fontaine et al.properties or on�rm/test the properties derived from using the period datain a standard asteroseismologial exerise.

Fig. 12. Representative examples of period evolution for dipole g-modes duringthe GW Vir, V777 Her, and ZZ Ceti phases. Note the o�set in age between thesedi�erent phases of evolution. The radial order k is indiated for some of the modesdepited here.Figure 12 is meant to illustrate how pulsation periods typially evolve forthe three main ategories of pulsating white dwarfs that are known: the GWVir, V777 Her, and ZZ Ceti stars. In eah ase, the evolving model is spei�edby a total mass of 0.6M� and a uniform ore omposition made of arbon andoxygen in the same proportions by mass fration. The envelope in the GWVir model is made of a representative PG1159 omposition (X(He)=0.38,X(C)=0.40, and X(O)=0.20) and ontains 10�2 of the total mass of the star.The envelope of the V777 Her model also has an envelope representing 10�2of the total mass of the star, but it is made of pure helium. In the ase ofthe ZZ Ceti model, there is a pure helium mantle ontaining a mass frationof 10�2 surrounded by a pure hydrogen envelope ontaining 10�4 of the totalmass. Given the di�erent timesales involved { the evolution of a white dwarfonsiderably slows down with dereasing luminosity { and our desire to plotthe results in the same �gure, we used the logarithm of the ooling time (with



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 29respet to some arbitrary zero point) as the absissa and we introdued a shiftof �0.80 (�1.45) dex for the V777 Her (ZZ Ceti) model.For eah type of pulsator of interest, the lower part of the dipole g-modespetrum (starting with k = 1) was omputed for several equilibrium on-�gurations mapping the instability strip. In the ase of the GW Vir phase,the equilibrium models onsidered over the \turning of the bend" in the HRdiagram (see, e.g., Fig. 1) orresponding to the �nal ontration phase duringwhih the star gets hotter and more ompat and the pulsation period of amode dereases, followed by the beginning of the ooling phase during whihthe star gets ooler and (slightly) more ompat and the pulsation period in-reases. The period of a g-mode in a GW Vir model goes through a minimumpratially when the model reahes its maximum e�etive temperature in itsexursion in the HR diagram. Things are simpler for the V777 Her and ZZCeti families whih orrespond to purely ooling phases and, therefore, suhstars exhibit pulsation periods that inrease monotonially with passing time,although not at the same rate from one mode to another as an be appreiatedin Figure 12. The inrease of the pulsation period of a g-mode in a oolingwhite dwarf is intimately related to the outwardly growing degenerate regionwhih has the e�et of lowering the value of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny.3It should be noted that the phases overed in Figure 12 enompass theempirial instability strips and are meant to be primarily illustrative. For in-stane, the oolest model onsidered in the GW Vir phase is somewhat oolerat Te� ' 77,000 K than the atual observed red edge. Also, the V777 Herphase maps a range of e�etive temperatures from about 28,000 K to 21,000K, while the ZZ Ceti phase overs an interval from about 13,000 K to about10,300 K, somewhat larger than the widths of the observed instability strips.It should further be noted that the �gure reveals signi�ant wavy struturesin the omputed period distributions, most obvious for the GW Vir phase.These strutures, sometimes referred to as \mode bumpings" and \avoidedrossings", are due to the phenomenon of mode trapping/on�nement at om-positional transition layers in our white dwarf models. Purely radiative modelswith a uniform hemial omposition would not show these wavy features.In the ase of the GW Vir model, in partiular, the nodes of a given radialovertone �rst migrate inwards and then outwards as the model turns aroundthe bend in the spetrosopi HR diagram. These nodes suessively passthrough the omposition transition region at the interfae of the C/O oreand the envelope, where onditions for partial mode on�nement or trappingare met. Hene, a given mode is alternatively partially trapped and partiallyon�ned as a funtion of time, and this produes the period variations thatan be seen in Figure 12. For higher order modes, the nodes are more numer-ous and loser together, so there are more \waves" in their temporal perioddistribution as an also be observed in the �gure.3 For a ompletely degenerate, zero-temperature stellar on�guration, the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny is stritly equal to zero.
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Fig. 13. Upper panel: Evolution of the rates of period hange for three representativedipole modes (k = 1, k = 20, and k = 40) aross the GW Vir instability strip. Theevolutionary paths are shown by the solid urves and start with a dot. The dottedurves show the values of dP=dt for the 40 overtones at three distint epohs duringthe evolution. Middle panel: Similar, but for the k = 1, k = 14, and k = 27 overtonesaross the V777 Her instability strip. Also, only the initial and �nal distributions forthe 27 modes are shown by the dotted urves. Lower panel: Similar to the middlepanel, but for the k = 1, k = 13, and k = 25 modes in the ZZ Ceti strip.Figure 13 shows some results for values of the rates of period hange om-puted from these evolutionary sequenes. As expeted from the wavy strutureillustrated in the previous �gure, the behavior of dP=dt as a funtion of timefor a given mode, and as a funtion of radial order for a given epoh, is rather



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 31ompliated. For instane, in the upper panel of Figure 13, the evolutionarypaths followed by dP=dt for dipole g-modes with k = 1, k = 20, and k = 40 areillustrated by the solid urves. The starting point for eah path is indiatedby a small dot, and this orresponds to an early epoh when the model entersthe GW Vir region at low gravity and (relatively) low e�etive temperature,still ontrating and getting hotter. The dotted urve onneting the three\starting" points shows the spetrum of dP=dt values for the �rst 40 dipoleovertones when the model enters the strip. The quasi-periodi behavior alongthe spetrum is again due to mode trapping/on�nement e�ets. The spe-trum is equivalent to measuring the slope for eah of the 40 modes on theleft side of the 40 urves shown in Figure 12 and referring to the GW Virregime. In this early phase, all slopes are negative and the dP=dt values for aontrating model of a pre-white dwarf are all negative.In ontrast, by the time the model exits the GW Vir domain as a high-gravity ooling white dwarf with Te� ' 80,000 K, all values of dP=dt arepositive (top dotted urve in the upper panel of the �gure). In between, thereexist epohs when, in a given model, one an �nd both modes with positivevalues of the rate of period hange and modes with negative values, dependingon their radial order. This is illustrated by the middle dotted urve in thatsame panel, whih orresponds to an evolutionary phase near the turning ofthe bend in the HR diagram. This partiular irumstane, if observed, maybe of high value for pinning down the preise evolutionary status of a GWVir pulsator.The evolutionary paths shown in Figure 13 are ompliated in that theyagain reet the e�ets of mode trapping/on�nement. For instane, the pathfor the k = 40 mode rosses the zero value several times, meaning that the rateof period hange for that partiular mode is initially negative, then hangessign a few times around the turning of the bend, and �nally takes on a positivevalue by the time the star leaves the GW Vir region. This path is equivalentto measuring the slope along the GW Vir k = 40 urve in Figure 12.For their part, dP=dt values for g-modes due to seular evolution arealways positive for V777 Her and ZZ Ceti pulsators as an be seen in bothFigures 12 and 13. This is due to the fat that white dwarfs in these evolu-tionary phases are purely ooling bodies and that the overall derease of theBrunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny in their internal regions due to the growing degener-ay pushes the periods of g-modes to higher values. Of notable interest, Figure13 also reveals that the values of dP=dt for modes of omparable radial orderderease substantially along the white dwarf ooling sequene. For instane,the typial order of magnitude for the rate of period hange for a GW Virpulsator is dP=dt � 10�11 s/s, for a V777 Her star it is dP=dt � 10�13 s/s,and for a ZZ Ceti pulsator it drops to the low value of dP=dt � 10�14 s/s.These numbers simply reet the very di�erent evolutionary timesales thatharaterize these three phases. The numbers show that it is muh more dif-�ult to measure the rate of period hange of a mode in a ZZ Ceti star thanit is in a GW Vir pulsator.



32 G. Fontaine et al.It should be realized that the measurement of dP=dt for a mode in a pul-sating white dwarf, assuming that suh measurement is available and redible,is not easy to interpret without having �rst derived a reliable seismi modelfor the pulsator under srutiny. Suh a model, obtained from the analysis ofthe period data (and additional input suh as multiolor photometry as maybe the ase), provides estimates of the strutural parameters of the pulsatorand a mode identi�ation. These are essential ingredients required for inter-preting the measurement of the rate of period hange. And indeed, it an beshown that a given value of dP=dt may be shared by modes with di�erentradial order or degree index, or by models with di�erent masses, envelopelayerings, ore ompositions, and e�etive temperatures. Hene, it is abso-lutely neessary to know these parameters to a good level of auray beforeattempting to exploit the dP=dt data.Figure 14 summarizes the results of numerial experiments featuring rep-resentative modes of interest (dipole g-modes with k = 1, 8, and 15) for modelsof ZZ Ceti stars. It shows how the values of dP=dt for these modes hangeas the models ool through the ZZ Ceti instability strip. In the upper panel,two similar models are used: they both have a total mass of 0.6 M�, a uni-form ore omposition made of arbon and oxygen in the same proportions bymass fration, and a pure helium mantle ontaining a mass fration of 10�2,but they di�er in that one (dashed urves) has a pure H outermost envelopeontaining a mass fration of 10�4 (let us all it the \referene model" in thisSetion), while the other (solid urves) has a muh thinner hydrogen layer ofmass fration 10�10. In the same spirit, the middle panel of the �gure refersto the referene evolutionary model (dashed urves) and a similar one (solidurves) di�ering only in its total mass, now equal to 0.9 M�. Likewise, thelower panel refers to additional models similar to the referene model (dashedurves), but one having a pure C ore omposition (solid urves), and theother a pure O ore omposition (dotted urves).There are some di�erenes between the values of dP=dt for the lowest-order(k = 1) mode onsidered in Figure 14 depending on the model parameters,but these di�erenes remain small on the sales used here, and they are muhsmaller than those found for the higher order modes. Generally speaking, therates of period hange are highly dependent on modal and model parame-ters. It should therefore be lear from this that the interpretation of a dP=dtmeasurement must rest on the availability of a reliable seismi model.6 The Nonadiabati Approah6.1 Basi onsiderationsIn its full version, the linear theory of nonradial stellar pulsations takes intoaount the energy exhanges between the environment and the marosopiuid motions during a pulsation yle. Two more hydrodynami equations, the
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Fig. 14. E�ets of varying the envelope layering, the total mass, and the oreomposition on the rates of period hange for representative dipole g-modes (k = 1,8, and 15) in evolving ZZ Ceti star models.energy onservation equation and the energy transfer equation, are thus alledupon at the outset. After linearization, one ends up with a system of 6 lineardi�erential equations with 6 dependent omplex eigenfuntions.4 As omparedto the adiabati approximation (whih leads to a set of 4 linear equations4 This is true for models in whih only radiative (and ondutive) transport is takeninto aount, although the one extreme treatment of onvetion that has beenused most often for white dwarfs, the so-alled frozen onvetion approximation,does not require additional equations. A time-dependent version of onvetivetransport does, however.



34 G. Fontaine et al.with real variables), the full approah beomes a muh more ompliatedproblem from a numerial point of view. This is the prie to pay, however, toverify if a pulsation mode is exited or not in a stellar model. Likewise, thefull nonadiabati approah is neessary to understand why a pulsating starpulsates, and to map instability strips, among other things.In the full nonadiabati version, the eigenfrequeny � of a mode is a om-plex number and its temporal dependene takes on the form,ei�t = ei(�R+i�I )t = ei�Rte��I t , (20)where �R is the (angular) osillation frequeny of the mode, and �I (alsoexpressed in rad s�1) is diretly related to the so-alled e-folding time of themode de�ned by �e = �1=�I . (In some referenes, the term \growth rate"is also de�ned by the expression  = ��I=�R). When �I is positive, theamplitude of the initial perturbation deays aording to equation (20), andthe mode is said to be stable, damped, or not exited, and the mode is notexpeted to be observable. Conversely, when �I is negative, the amplitude ofthe initial perturbation blows up exponentially (this is linear theory), and themode is said to be unstable, driven, or exited. Suh a mode may grow to anobservable amplitude in a real pulsator. Note that, quite generally in stellarmodels and espeially for low-order modes, j�Rj � j�I j, whih partly explainswhy the adiabati approximation is usually justi�ed for omputing osillationfrequenies (periods) at a suÆient level of auray.In nonadiabati pulsation theory, one very useful onept is that of a \workintegral" whih may be evaluated from the (nonadiabati) eigenfuntions afterthe solution of the eigenvalue problem has been obtained. In a way similarto the weight funtion disussed in Subsetion 4.5 above, the integrand ofthe work integral indiates whih regions of a stellar model ontribute to thedriving of a pulsation mode, and whih regions ontribute to damping. Theintegrand of the work integral may be written in the form,dWdMr = ��RRe�ÆT �T �Æ�N � Æ�1�r � (FR + FC��� , (21)where the terms have their standard meaning. The nulear term, Æ�N, hasyet to prove its relevane for pulsating white dwarfs, although it ould drive,through the appropriately named �-mehanism, short-period g-modes in somemodels of GW Vir stars with residual He shell burning aording to [37℄ (andsee also [12℄). Short period pulsations of the type have yet to be disovered inGW Vir stars, however, and it is now generally aknowledged that the modesobserved in the pulsators of the kind are driven by the so-alled �-mehanisminvolving the modulation of the radiative ux FR around an opaity bumpin the envelope (see, e.g., [31℄, and referenes therein). The �-mehanism,this time based on H shell burning, ould also drive short-period (40�125 s)g-modes in some low-mass DAO white dwarfs whih result from post-EHBevolution as demonstrated by [9℄. In this ontext, the heavy solid segment of



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 35the dotted urve shown in Figure 1 indiates the predited instability region.No low-mass DAO white dwarf has been found to pulsate yet (see, in parti-ular, [22℄), but these objets are quite rare and the jury is still out about thepossibility. This is partiularly true in the light of the reent study of [20℄ whohave shown that the presumed post-EHB DAO white dwarfs studied for vari-ability by [22℄ are, in fat, post-AGB white dwarfs. In the ases of the V777Her and ZZ Ceti stars, residual shell burning is ompletely negligible and the�-mehanism annot operate. Instead, the modulations of both the radiativeand onvetive ux must be taken into aount in the driving proess as theseooler white dwarfs have developed extensive super�ial onvetion zones thatinterat with the pulsations. For lak of a better approah, stability studiesof white dwarfs of the kind have largely been based on the so-alled frozenonvetion approximation, whih onsists in negleting the perturbations ofthe onvetive ux. Fortunately, progress has been made reently on this frontby implementing, for the �rst time, an approah based on a time-dependenttreatment of onvetion in a white dwarf ontext ([15℄, [33℄, [42℄)The sign of the integrand dW=dMr indiates if, loally, a region of thestar has a stabilizing or destabilizing e�et on a mode. If dW=dMr < 0, theregion will be short of energy after a pulsation yle and that energy willbe taken from the kineti energy of the mode. The amplitude of the modetends then to derease loally, and the region ontributes to damping of themode. If, on the other hand, dW=dMr > 0, the region ends up with a positiveenergy inrement after a yle, whih is transfered as extra kineti energyto the mode. The amplitude has then a tendeny to grow loally, and theregion ontributes to driving. The global stability of a mode is determined bysumming over the ontributions of all regions in a model, and this is the workintegral given by, W = MZ0 dWdMr dMr . (22)If W < 0, damping dominates over driving and the mode is globally stable.Conversely, if W > 0, the mode is globally exited.6.2 Exitation of pulsation modes in white dwarfsThe phenomenon ultimately responsible for driving pulsation modes in whitedwarfs is the partial ionization of the main envelope onstituents. Indeed,the K-shell eletrons of arbon and oxygen ionize and then reombine duringthe exursion around the bend in the GW Vir phase of the evolution of aH-de�ient, post-AGB star, helium reombines in the strily ooling phase ofa He-atmosphere white dwarf orresponding to the V777 Her regime, and sodoes hydrogen in the even ooler phase of a H-atmosphere star orrespondingto the ZZ Ceti regime. Both the reombination of helium and arbon on-tribute to the exitation of g-modes in models of ooling Hot DQ stars. In



36 G. Fontaine et al.eah ase, partial ionization leads to a very important inrease of the enve-lope opaity, and this tends to hoke the outgoing energy ux. In the ase ofV777 Her models, and even more so in Hot DQ models and ZZ Ceti stars,the opaity bump beomes so large that a super�ial onvetion zone devel-ops as a result of the buildup of a superadiabati temperature gradient, andthis signi�antly a�ets the mehanis of the atual proess responsible forthe exitation of pulsation modes. Convetive energy transport must then betaken into aount in addition to the usual radiative hannel. Figure 15 il-lustrates some opaity pro�les and onvetive ux pro�les in the envelopesof typial models of pulsating white dwarfs. The monotoni inrease of theopaity maximum with dereasing e�etive temperature (GW Vir, V777 Her,Hot DQ, ZZ Ceti) is noteworthy.

Fig. 15. Opaity pro�les (heavy urves) in the envelopes of representative modelsof the four types of pulsating white dwarfs. The ratio of the onvetive to total uxis also plotted (thin urves), exept for the GW Vir model in whih there is noonvetion.Figure 16 illustrates the details of the driving/damping region in a rep-resentative model of a GW Vir pulsator. In this diagram, the absissa orre-
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Fig. 16. Details of the driving/damping proess for a typial g-mode exited in amodel of a GW Vir star.sponds to the logarithm of the frational mass above the depth of interest, thesame as used in our Figure 4 above, for example. On this sale, the enter ofthe star would be at a log q value of 0.0.5 However, beause all of the \ation"in terms of driving/damping is going on only in the outer envelope of themodel, it is appropriate to emphasize only that part of the star in the plot.The �rst vertial dotted line when moving into the star from the right givesthe loation of the photosphere (orresponding to optial depth �R = 2/3),and the seond vertial dotted line indiates the position of the base of theatmosphere (�R = 100). The dotted urve shows the pro�le of the Rosselandopaity { to be read on the right-hand ordinate axis { as a funtion of depth.5 Contrary to most asteroseismologists who work on nondegenerate stars, we preferin the white dwarf �eld to use log q as the abissa in this type of diagram insteadof the temperature. This is beause elements suh as H, He, or C do not ionizeat the known \anonial" values of the temperature in white dwarfs beause ofpressure e�ets on the ionization balane.



38 G. Fontaine et al.One an notie two maxima in the opaity pro�le: the larger one nearer tothe surfae is the usual \Z-bump", while the deeper one orresponds to thepartial ionization of the K-shell eletrons in arbon and oxygen. Note that theenvelope hemial omposition of this model is uniform and made of a mixtureof He, C, and O in proportions typial of those observed in the atmospheresof real GW Vir pulsators (X(He) = 0.38, X(C) = 0.40, X(O) = 0.20, Z =0.02).Of the many g-modes found exited in this model, a representative onewith indies k = 7 and l = 1 has been singled out. It has a period of 296.6s. For this partiular mode, the solid urve shows the arbitrarily normalizedintegrand dW/dlog q of the work integral disussed in Subsetion 6.1 above.This derivative is obtained with respet to the independent variable log q in-stead ofMr as given in equation (21), but it will be understood that this boilsdown to an arbitrary hoie for the absissa variable. As disussed previously,a negative value of dW/dlog q at a given depth means that the mode is lo-ally damped. Conversely, a positive value implies that the mode is loallydriven. The dashed urve is related and illustrates the running work integralW , from left to right, i.e, from the enter toward the surfae of the model.This quantity is also arbitrarily normalized. A �nal positive value of the workintegral at the surfae { as is the ase illustrated here { means that the modeis globally exited and is potentially observable. Conversely, a negative valueof the work integral at the surfae would imply that the mode is globallydamped and should not be seen.Figure 16 learly reveals that maximum driving orresponds to the opa-ity bump assoiated with the partial ionization of the K-shell eletrons inC and O. Of prime interest, the work integral urves bear the telltale sig-nature of a lassi �-mehanism. Note that there is no ontribution to thedriving/damping proess oming from the region assoiated with the highermaximum in the opaity pro�le in the �gure, and this is simply beause it isloated in the atmospheri layers where there is pratially no mass.Figure 17 is similar, but it refers to a representative model of a V777 Herpulsator. It has the same format as the previous plot, exept for the additionof the pro�le of the ratio of the onvetive to the total ux, F=Ft (long-dashedurve). The g-mode with k = 7 and l = 1 is again exited in this model and waspiked as an illustrative example. Here, the envelope is onstituted of pure He,and one an observe a large opaity peak aused by the partial ionization ofHe I near the photosphere and, more importantly, that of He II in the deeperlayers where the opaity reahes a maximum around log q � �12.7. The twopartial ionization zones of helium are pratially fused together in this 25,000K white dwarf model beause of pressure e�ets. This leads to the formationof a signi�ant onvetion zone extending from above the photosphere wellinto the driving/damping region below. Quite importantly, this onvetionzone arries up to 98% of the total ux at maximum eÆieny.One an notie from the �gure that maximum driving does not our atthe depth where the opaity reahes its maximum value, but somewhat below.
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Fig. 17. Details of the driving/damping proess for a typial g-mode exited in amodel of a V777 Her star.Also, driving (dW/d|log q| > 0) is onentrated in a broad region near thebase of the onvetion zone, a region in whih the fration of the ux arried byonvetion varies from zero at the base to its maximum value near the top ofthat region. Contrary to GW Vir pulsators then, onvetion has a signi�antrole to play in the pulsation of V777 Her white dwarfs. Its presene in thedriving region implies that it is not the lassi �-mehanism that is at workin these stars beause that mehanism only operates in a purely radiativeenvironment.A very similar situation is enountered in ZZ Ceti stars, but the physialonditions are even more extreme in these ooler objets than in V777 Herpulsators. This is illustrated in Figure 18 whih now refers to the ase of atypial model of a pulsating DA white dwarf. Taking into aount the di�erentsale used for the opaity axis as ompared to the previous �gure for example,one an notie the huge opaity peak in the pure H envelope of this model. Thisbump is due to the partial ionization of neutral hydrogen. It is appropriate



40 G. Fontaine et al.to reall in this ontext the gradual inrease of the opaity maximum fromFigure 16 to Figure 18 (as desribed as well in Fig. 15).

Fig. 18. Details of the driving/damping proess for a typial g-mode exited in amodel of a ZZ Ceti star.The onvetion zone assoiated with this opaity feature extends all theway from the photosphere to the base of the driving region. It is more impor-tant than in the DB model in the sense that up to 99.9% of the total ux anbe arried onvetively in this zone. The driving region is again onentratedat the base of the onvetion zone, but in a narrower domain than in the V777Her ase. Moreover, maximum driving is learly more separated from maxi-mum opaity than in the previous ase. We an see, from both Figures 17 and18, that pulsation driving in V777 Her and ZZ Ceti stars is intimately asso-iated with the physial onditions near the base of the super�al onvetionzone.
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Fig. 19. Details of the driving/damping proess for a typial g-mode exited in amodel of a Hot DQ star.The physis is essentially the same for the Hot DQ model depited inFigure 19, although the mixed envelope omposition leads to two distintregions of driving in the model. The envelope omposition is again assumedto be uniform, and is made of a mixture de�ned by X(C) = X(He) = 0.5.The maximum in the opaity pro�le, loated at log q ' � 12.4 is aused bythe partial ionization of He II, CIII, and CIV in the envelope mixture. Theseondary maximum, loated at log q ' � 9.0 is aused instead by the partialionization of CV and CVI. Those two opaity bumps are \ative" in the sensethat both ontribute to the driving/damping proess. It an be observed inthe �gure that the regions on the desending side (going in from the surfae)of an opaity bump ontribute loally to driving, while the deeper adjaentzones, where the opaity dereases to relatively low values, ontribute insteadto damping. In the present model, the two opaity bumps are relatively loseto eah other and are part of a single onvetion zone. The damping region



42 G. Fontaine et al.between the two bumps is relatively narrow and the overall work integralomes out positive for this partiular mode.

Fig. 20. Absolute value of the growth rate,  = ��I=�R, as a funtion of periodfor the family of quadrupole modes with periods in the range from 1 s to 1000 sas omputed on the basis of our referene ZZ Ceti star model. The exited (stable)modes are indiated by the small �lled (large open) irles. The format is similar tothat of Fig. 7 above, and the modes onsidered are the same.It should be noted that, while the lassi �-mehanism is at work in GWVir pulsators, the presene of onvetion in the driving/damping regions ofV777 Her, Hot DQ, and ZZ Ceti models implies that the detailed exitationproess in those pulsators should be assoiated with the so-alled \onvetivedriving" mehanism �rst proposed by [6℄. A more detailed desription of theinteration ouring between pulsations and onvetion in these ooler whitedwarfs is provided by [15℄, [33℄, and [42℄. In addition, and for ompleteness,it is worthwhile to reall that low-order p-modes, inluding radial modes, areexpeted to be exited in some DB and some DA white dwarfs aordingto [38℄. And indeed, the mehanism able to drive low-order g-modes in theseooler white dwarfs ought to work also for low-order p-modes. This is also whatwe �nd in Figure 20 whih illustrates the behavior of the growth rate for thefamily of quadrupole modes already onsidered above for a representative ZZ



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 43Ceti star model. Exept for the higher-order g-modes (identi�ed with largeopen irles), all of the modes are predited to be exited, inluding all of thelow-order p-modes onsidered. However, short period p-mode pulsations haveyet to be found in white dwarfs, and this has remained a small mystery. Wenote that the growth rates are signi�antly lower for the illustrated p-modesompared to the g-modes, but other explanations may be neessary (see, e.g.,[17℄).6.3 Expeted instability strips for white dwarfsNonadiabati alulations are essential for understanding the very existeneof a given type of pulsating star. They are also required to map the instabilitystrips in the HR diagram. Comparisons of \nonadiabati observables" withpreditions of nonadiabati theory are of fundamental importane for inferringthe thermal properties and the evolutionary status of pulsating stars. Amongsuh observables one may identify the boundaries of an instability domainfor a given family of pulsators, and the range of exited periods along withthe periods themselves in individual stars. We illustrate these onepts in thissubsetion with the help of examples taken from white dwarf asteroseismology.Figure 21 shows the predited ranges of periods for exited dipole (l = 1)modes omputed from GW Vir models with log g and Te� values ulled fromthe evolutionary alulations of [37℄. These ranges are shown as funtions ofthe e�etive temperature for an evolving model with M = 0:56 M� (�lledirles) and for another one with M = 0:60 M� (open irles). Along theseevolutionary traks, equilibrium strutures were pulsated and the resultingexited modes are represented by small irles. The envelope ompositionof these strutures is a representative mixture for a GW Vir star spei�edby X(He) = 0.38, X(C) = 0.40, X(O) = 0.20, Z = 0.02 in units of massfration, the same as that used in a previous experiment above. Eah irlehas a size that gives a logarithmi measure of the modulus of the imaginarypart of the omplex eigenfrequeny, i.e., j�I j. The bigger the irle, the moreunstable the mode. These predited period ranges reprodue very well theresults of [37℄. In partiular, one an note that the 0.60 M� models showtwo distint instability phases along their evolutionary trak, while the 0.56M� models show a single one. The modes depited in the �gure are exitedthrough the C/O �-mehanism; the �-mehanism was not onsidered in theseomputations.Another example is provided in Figure 22, whih displays the loationsof theoretial instability strips for evolving 0.6 M� white dwarf models withdi�erent envelope ompositions. Along with the usual V777 Her (pure He)and ZZ Ceti (pure H) instability strips, one an reognize the red edge of thepulsating pure C envelope white dwarf models. In fat, the pure C instabilitystrip extends all the way up to the GW Vir regime as desribed at length in[32℄. On the other hand, models with a mixed He and C envelope ompositionan also pulsate, but in di�erent temperature intervals. For instane, Figure
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Fig. 21. Predited ranges of periods for exited dipole modes omputed from GWVir models ulled from two di�erent evolutionary sequenes: M = 0:56 M� (�lledirles) and M = 0:60 M� (open irles).22 illustrates an instability strip between the V777 Her and the ZZ Ceti do-mains assoiated with white dwarf models with a mixed envelope ompositionspei�ed by X(He) = X(C) = 0.5, as appropriate for Hot DQ stars. Naively,one ould have expeted to �nd suh a strip in between the pure C and pureHe strips, but strutural di�erenes in the mixed envelope omposition modelsexplain why this is not so.Nonadiabati asteroseismology an also be used to infer properties of in-dividual pulsators or of a lass of pulsators as a whole. An example of thatomes from ZZ Ceti stars and onerns the alibration of the mixing-lengththeory in the layers where driving ours, in e�et providing a measurement ofthe depth of the onvetion zone in suh stars. This beomes possible beausepulsational instabilities �rst set in along the evolutionary trak of a oolingH-atmosphere white dwarf when the base of the onvetion zone that devel-ops due to hydrogen reombination reahes a ertain ritial depth. When
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Fig. 22. Predited spetra of exited g-modes omputed from four distint evolu-tionary sequenes, eah haraterized by a total mass of 0.6M�, but with a di�erentenvelope omposition: pure C, pure He, X(He) = X(C) = 0.5, and pure H, from leftto right.this ours, the star enters the blue edge of the instability strip. In this on-text, it was mentioned above that the driving region in a ZZ Ceti pulsatoris essentially loated at the base of the H onvetion zone, so there is a di-ret onnetion between the e�etive temperature at the blue edge and thedepth of the H onvetion zone. Sine onvetion is still modeled in terms ofthe mixing-length theory in white dwarfs, a omparison of the empirial blueedge of the strip with that provided by nonadiabati alulations may be usedto infer the onvetive eÆieny at the base of the onvetion zone, i.e., in thedriving region.The priniple of the method is exposed in Figure 23. That �gure displaysthe instability domain in the log g � Te� diagram for the ZZ Ceti stars. Thepositions of the pulsators are indiated by the �lled irles, while those of thenonvariable stars are given by the open irles. The error ross in the lower left
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Fig. 23. Calibrating the mixing-length theory in ZZ Ceti stars by mathing theempirial blue edge of the instability strip with the predited blue edge omputedunder the assumption of various onvetive eÆienies (see text).part of the �gure gives the typial unertainties on the atmospheri parame-ters. The dotted urves illustrate evolutionary traks for H-atmosphere whitedwarfs of di�erent masses, from 0.4M� above to 1.1M� below in steps of 0.1M�. The solid urve on the left (right) gives the loation of the theoretialblue edge assuming a onvetive eÆieny given by the so-alled ML2/�=1.0(ML2/�=0.6) version of the mixing-length theory used in the onstrution ofthe equilibrium models employed in the nonadiabati alulations. These the-oretial boundaries were obtained using the instantaneous onvetive responsehypothesis, whih is ertainly justi�ed sine the onvetive turnover timesaleis muh smaller than the periods of exited modes in these models at theblue edge. One an see that the ML2/�=1.0 version provides a rather goodmath to the empirial data. In ontrast, models omputed using the sametwo versions of the mixing-length theory (dashed lines), but within the frame-work of the frozen onvetion approximation fare a lot worse at mathing the



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 47empirial blue edge. While this needs to be re�ned, the approah probablyremains the best way for alibrating the mixing-length theory in white dwarfsas appropriate for the deep envelope regions.7 Example of a Suessful Asteroseismologial ExeriseWe end our presentation by providing an example of an asteroseismologialexerise arried out suesfully for the pulsating white dwarf GD 165, withthe aim of deriving the global strutural parameters of the star on the basis ofperiod-mathing algorithms. This is arried out within the framework of theadiabati approximation, but nonadiabati onsiderations are also presentedin a omplementary disussion.

Fig. 24. Representative broadband optial light urve obtained on GD 165 usingthe CFHT/LAPOUNE ombination. The amplitude is expressed in terms of residualintensity relative to the mean brightness of the star. Eah plotted point representsa sampling time of 10 s.7.1 Observations and period extration proedureThe pulsating white dwarf GD 165 (V = 14:32�0:01) is one of those \simple"low-amplitude pulsators found in the hotter region of the ZZ Ceti instabilitystrip whih tend to show stable and relatively unompliated light urves. Itstime-averaged atmospheri properties plae it at Te� = 11,980 K and log g =



48 G. Fontaine et al.8.06 in the spetrosopi HR diagram (see, e.g., Table 1 of [17℄. An analysisof a Whole Earth Telesope (WET) ampaign arried out on GD 165 in 1990May was presented by [2℄. The ampaign resulted in some 233 h of broadband\white light" photometri data gathered from six di�erent sites using smalltelesopes. The formal resolution ahieved during the ampaign was 1.2 �Hz,and the duty yle was 35%. Despite these onsiderable e�orts, the resultsturned out to be rather disappointing as only three main periodiities ouldbe deteted. Furthermore, it was not possible to deide if the �ne strutureobserved in the two largest peaks in the Fourier transform of the light urvewas due to triplets or quintuplets. In brief, the exerise was defeated by thelow signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the observations in regard to the relativelylow amplitudes of the modes exited in GD 165.Table 1. Observed properties of the 13 modes deteted in GD 165, assigned rotationoeÆients, and inferred rotation periodP (s) A(%) �(�Hz) ��(�Hz) Ckl Prot(h) ID120.3202�0.0008 0.1173�0.0052 8311.16�0.05 2.470�0.054 ...120.3559�0.0002 0.5244�0.0052 8308.69�0.01 <2.464�0.032> 0.492 57.27�0.74 f1120.3916�0.0006 0.1649�0.0052 8306.23�0.04 2.460�0.040 ...192.5701�0.0015 0.2289�0.0078 5192.92�0.04 2.965�0.058 ...192.6801�0.0015 0.2287�0.0078 5189.95�0.04 <2.937�0.054> 0.399 56.85�1.05 f2192.7828�0.0052 0.0683�0.0078 5187.18�0.14 2.766�0.145 ...250.1589�0.0066 0.0574�0.0051 3997.46�0.11 2.670�0.268 0.487 53.37�5.36 f3250.3261�0.0154 0.0253�0.0051 3994.79�0.25 ...114.2344�0.0015 0.0446�0.0043 8753.93�0.12 8.950�0.327 0.084 56.85�2.08 f4114.3513�0.0039 0.0174�0.0043 8744.98�0.31 ...146.3160�0.0011 0.0447�0.0060 6834.53�0.16 3.915�0.394 0.156 59.88�6.02 f5146.3998�0.0077 0.0195�0.0060 6830.61�0.36 ...168.1912�0.0074 0.0272�0.0059 5945.62�0.26 ... ... ... f6Another broadband photometri ampaign on GD 165 was arried outby two of us using the CFHT/LAPOUNE ombination in 1995 May. Thelight urve of GD 165 was sampled for a total of 27.8 h over six onseutivenights. The formal resolution ahieved was 2.2 �Hz and the duty yle wasequal to 22%. The onditions on Mauna Kea during that run were superbas an be appreiated from the sample light urve shown in Figure 24. Be-ause of the muh improved sensitivity ahieved during the CFHT ampaign,eight statistially signi�ant peaks were deteted as an be seen in Figure 25
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Fig. 25. Comparison of the Fourier amplitude spetrum of the light urve of GD165 obtained 1) during the 1995 CFHT run (upper urve), and 2) during the 1990WET ampaign (lower urve plotted upside down).displaying the Fourier amplitude spetra of the two ampaigns in the 0�10mHz bandpass (the f1 + f2 nonlinear frequeny peak is present in the CFHTdata, but it falls outside the range of frequeny onsidered in Fig. 25). Stan-dard tehniques (Fourier transforms, least-square �ts to the light urve, andprewhitening) were used to extrat the frequenies (periods) present in thelight urve of GD 165. Exluding the nonlinear frequeny peaks f1 � f2 andf1 + f2 whih are not independent modes, a total of 13 modes were unov-ered out of six main peaks { identi�ed as f1 through f6 in Figure 25 { whihinlude two triplets, three doublets, and a singlet. The �rst four olumns ofTable 1 summarize the results of the frequeny extration exerise. It shouldbe noted that the unertainties on the periods P , the amplitudes A, and thefrequenies � = 1=P have been estimated with the formalism proposed by [29℄.Exept for the 146.3998 s omponent whih has a 3:3� amplitude, the othermodes have amplitudes above the 4� riterion preferred by many researhers.



50 G. Fontaine et al.With an output of 13 frequenies (orresponding to 13 independent pulsationmodes) unovered in GD 165, the CFHT ampaign onstitutes an eloquentdemonstration that single site data, ontrary to the seemingly widespreadbelief in the white dwarf ommunity, an be superior to multisite e�orts. Inthis onnetion, the virtue of high S/N seems to have been often forgotten bymany in the past.

Fig. 26. Prewhitening sequenes for eah of the six main frequeny peaks detetedin the Fourier transform of the CFHT light urves on GD 165. One tik mark inabsissa orresponds to 1 mHz, and one in ordinate to 0.2%.Figure 26 shows the prewhitening sequenes (from top to bottom) for eahof the six signi�ant peaks that appear in the Fourier amplitude spetrum. Thesegments of the Fourier transform are displaed, both vertially and horizon-tally, for visualization purposes. Eah olumn illustrates, from top to bottom,the prewhitening sequene obtained for a given peak identi�ed by its approx-imate entral period (in s). One an distinguish two triplets, three doublets,and one singlet. It is very likely that there are multiplet omponents in thedoublets and the singlet that have not been deteted beause their ampli-tudes are smaller than the detetion level. Figure 27 provides an interestingzoomed-in view on the 120 s (f1) omplex. Note the very low level of noise inthe CFHT data as illustrated by the lower urve. Given the observed spaings



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 51between the frequeny omponents within given multiplets (see olumn 4 ofTable 1), this �ne struture is best interpreted as rotational splitting due toslow rotation of the star. This is used below to estimate the rotation periodof GD 165, one a onvining seismi model has been found for it.

Fig. 27. Prewhitening sequene for the dominant 120 s struture.7.2 Searh for the optimal model in parameter spaeFor the omparison of the period data with periods omputed from spheri-al models (as usual in the �eld), it is neessary to assign a priori the m =0 omponents of multiplets to the unperturbed periods. This leads to someambiguities, espeially for multiplets with an even number of deteted om-ponents, but it should be realled that, at the level of auray with whihperiods an be mathed with urrent models of white dwarfs, this does not



52 G. Fontaine et al.pose a signi�ant problem, given that the period di�erenes between multi-plet omponents are very small. Hene, out of the 13 frequeny omponentsextrated from the light urve of GD 165, only six are useful for omparisonwith spherial models. These are the six periods identi�ed by f1 through f6in Table 1. Given this set of six periods, a searh for a suitable model inparameter spae was arried out along the lines pioneered by [5℄ and furtherdeveloped by [10℄.6The tehnique relies on a double-optimization sheme that, �rst, best �tsthe six observed periods (denoted Pobs in what follows) with six periods (de-noted Ptheo) belonging to the spetrum of a given model (note that the mathmight be quite poor if the model has properties quite di�erent from those ofthe real star) and, seond, searhes for the best-mathing model in parameterspae. No a priori mode identi�ation is imposed on the observed periods,exept that they have to belong to degree index l = 1 or l = 2 in keeping withwhat is known about identi�ed modes in white dwarfs. For a given model,theoretial periods are omputed in a window that enompasses the rangeof observed periods for modes with l =1 and 2. For the reasons mentionedabove, suÆiently aurate periods may be omputed in the adiabati ap-proximation, so this is adopted as a major time-saving measure beause anadiabati ode (solving a set of four linear di�ererential equations with realvariables) is muh faster than its nonadiabati ounterpart (dealing with aset of six linear equations with omplex variables and requiring, as input andinitial guess, the adiabati eigenfuntions). The quality of the math betweenthe observed and omputed periods is measured quantitatively with a meritfuntion de�ned by, S2 = NobsXi=1 �P iobs � P itheo�2; (23)where Nobs = 6 in the present ase. The goal of the exerise is to �nd, ifpossible, the minimum of S2 in parameter spae and, hopefully, a minimumthat identi�es a good and redible optimal model. To objetively and auto-matially arry out this searh for the optimal model in parameter spae (anexerise in the so-alled forward approah in asteroseismology) requires on-siderable omputing resoures. Currently, a typial exerise of this kind forwhite dwarfs neessitates the omputations of a few million models and oftheir period spetra. This is best done on a luster of dediated PC's suhas CALYS (urrently ontaining 320 nodes) being developed in Montr�eal, forexample.6 A better approah would be to use models perturbed by rotation at the outsetand attempt to math in the best possible way the 13 periods simultaneoulsywithout making a priori assumptions as to the identi�ation of the m = 0 ompo-nents. This has been used suessfully in the reent asteroseismologial analysisarried out by [41℄ on the short-period pulsating hot B subdwarf star Feige 48,for example.



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 53To de�ne a full (but stati) white dwarf model, it is neessary to speifythe surfae gravity (or the mass via the mass-radius relation), the e�etivetemperature, the envelope layering, the ore omposition, and the onvetiveeÆieny { for a star suh as GD 165 { via a avor or another of the mixing-length theory. Quite realisti stati models of white dwarfs an be omputed(as ompared to full evolutionary models) sine in these ooling bodies theapproximate relationship between the loal luminosity and integrated mass,L(r) / M(r), beomes quite aurate and, thus, may be used to provide anexellent estimate of the luminosity pro�le. As shown in Figure 42 of [17℄,the periods of low-order g-modes in ZZ Ceti star models pratially do notdepend on the hoie of the assumed onvetive eÆieny, so it is fully justi�edto adopt one version of the mixing-length theory and not worry further aboutit. This is espeially justi�ed in a star like GD 165 showing rather shortperiods in the range from �114 s to �250 s, beause suh periods have to beassoiated with low-order modes. Likewise, very little sensitivity is expetedof the periods on the ore omposition in a highly degenerate star suh as GD165 due to the phenomenon of g-mode migration disussed at some lengthin Subsetion 4.5. In the present asteroseismologial exerise, the so-alledML2/�=1.0 version of the mixing length theory was therefore adopted and apure arbon ore was assumed. These parameters were not varied in parameterspae.The question of envelope layering deserves some omments. It is spei�ednot only by the total amount of mass there is in the helium mantle, �M(He),and the total amount of mass there is in the hydrogen outer envelope,�M(H),but also by the atual omposition pro�les in the transition zones themselves.This is beause mode trapping/on�nement, whih has a very signi�ant e�eton the g-mode period spetrum in a white dwarf, is very sensitive to theonditions enountered in the omposition transition zones. One standardassumption, based on physis as opposed to using some arbitrary pro�les atthe omposition interfaes, has been to invoque di�usive equilibrium in orderto ompute the hemial distributions in the transition zones. The experimentsreported by [3℄ have been quite enlightening in this respet, in that they haveshown that the assumption of di�usive equilibrium does not hold in GD 165.Indeed, this assumption leads, after a full searh in parameter spae, to arather poor optimal model haraterized by a merit funtion of S2 ' 140:7, avalue that is not at all impressive ompared to those that have been reahedin other pulsating white dwarfs.The optimal model found by [3℄, although giving a poor math to the sixperiods observed in GD 165, still suggested the presene of a rather thikhydrogen layer in that star, a result onsistent with the earlier independentarguments put forward by [18℄. If true, then the assumption of di�usive equi-librium, whih is justi�ed at the base of a thin envelope, had to be questioned.Indeed, one ould argue that, at the depths orresponding to the base of arather thik envelope, di�usion may not have had the time to reah equi-librium (the di�usion timesale inreases rapidly with inreasing depth in



54 G. Fontaine et al.white dwarfs). This proposition was veri�ed expliitly by [3℄ who arried outdetailed evolutionary alulations inluding di�usion at the omposition in-terfaes. They were able to onlude that di�usive equilibrium is indeed notreahed at the omposition interfaes in a ZZ Ceti star model with thik hy-drogen and helium layers. More importantly for the present purpose, theywere able to \alibrate" the steepness of the omposition pro�les in a modelof GD 165, and it is this alibration that is used here in the present exampleof an asteroseismologial exerise.With the ore omposition �xed, the onvetive eÆieny hosen, and twotransition zone parameters alibrated (H/He and He/C interfaes), the searhfor the optimal model in parameter spae boils down to a 4D exerise interms of Te� , log g, log �M(He)/M , and log �M(H)/M , still a formidablenumerial hallenge. To guide the proedure, and to be onsistent with thespetrosopi evidene, the searh was on�ned to a range of Te� and a rangeof log g orresponding to the 1� \spetrosopi box" de�ned by the publishedunertainties on these atmospheri parameters, i.e., 11,980�350 K in e�etivetemperature and 8.06 � 0.05 dex in surfae gravity. The mass of the heliummantle was allowed to vary in the range �4:0 � log�M(He)/M � �1:5, andthe mass of the hydrogen envelope was allowed to vary in the range �8:0 �log�M(H)/M � �2:0, with the ondition �M(He)=M > �M(H)=M .Some of the results of the searh proedure are presented in Figure 28showing the behavior of the goodness-of-�t funtion S2 in terms of isoontoursin the log g-Te� domain that was surveyed. Note that eah grid point showsthe value of S2 orresponding to the optimized solution in the two otherdimensions as well, i.e., in terms of log �M(He)=M and log �M(H)=M . Itis very interesting to �nd out that there is a minimum in S2 orrespondingto Te� = 12,055 K and log g = 8.045. There is indeed never any guaranteeat the outset that a minimum will be found within the spetrosopi box.This is the kind of onsisteny that gives redibility to a seismi solution.In terms of its two other de�ning parameters, the optimal model oming outof the searh exerise has a helium layer mass of log �M(He)=M = �1.634,and a hydrogen layer mass of log �M(H)=M = �4.144. The optimal modelis haraterized by a merit funtion of S2 = 1.92, whih is exellent for a �tinvolving six di�erent periods onsidering the limitations of urrent models.It is to be noted that the minimum shown in Figure 28 is rather shallow,whih suggests that what was found is more a family of equally aeptablemodels, partiularly along the \valley" de�ned by the ontours with S2 = 2.0.A detailed analysis is required to assess the statistial signi�ane of the othermodel members of the family, but the detailed results indiate that they allorrespond to the same mode identi�ation. In the rest of this example, fousis put on the optimal model per se.The searh method yields the mode identi�ation (in terms of the indies land k for spherial models) onsistent with the best S2 value as output. Table2 summarizes the period math obtained and the mode identi�ation inferredfor the optimal model found for GD 165. In the worst ase (the 146.316 s
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Fig. 28. Contours of the merit funtion S2 in the log g-Te� plane.Table 2. Period �t and mode identi�ation for the optimal model of GD 165l k Pobs(s) Ptheo(s) j�P j(s) Ckl log Ekin1 1 120.356 120.143 0.213 0.492 46.5531 2 192.680 192.770 0.090 0.399 47.5171 3 250.159 251.015 0.856 0.487 45.3182 1 ... 69.406 ... 0.158 46.5522 2 114.234 114.061 0.173 0.084 47.4162 3 146.316 145.281 1.035 0.156 45.3032 4 168.191 168.008 0.183 0.153 45.0732 5 ... 205.824 ... 0.147 44.4442 6 ... 224.865 ... 0.099 44.3342 7 ... 239.894 ... 0.108 44.2522 8 ... 269.077 ... 0.151 43.625
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Fig. 29. Comparison of the six observed periods in GD 165 (dashed line segments)with the theoretial g-mode period spetrum of the optimal model (solid line seg-ments). The dipole (quadrupole) modes are illustrated in the lower (upper) half ofthe plot and the radial order of eah mode is indiated.mode), there is a di�erene of 1.035 s between the observed period and thetheoretial period of the assigned l = 2, k = 3 mode in the optimal model.Figure 29 provides a graphi representation of this exellent overall �t.It may be signi�ant that the searh exerise has assigned the three largestamplitude osillations in GD 165 to l = 1 modes, and the three smallest ampli-tude ones to l = 2 modes (and see again Fig. 25). This is indeed the expetedhierarhy in view of geometrial anellation e�ets, but this argument shouldbe used with aution as there are known ases of pulsating stars (inludingwhite dwarfs) that show l = 2 modes with larger amplitudes than l = 1 modes.It is also of interest to point out that the assigned modes in Table 2 have on-seutive values of the radial order; from k = 1 to k = 3 for the dipole modes,and from k = 2 to k = 4 for the quadrupole modes. This is again irum-stantial evidene that adds to the redibility of the optimal model beause



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 57nonadiabati theory (see below) usually predits that pulsation modes shouldbe exited in bands of �k modes in radial order.It is the a posteriori analysis of the multiplet data, interpreted as rota-tional splitting, that gives us the most on�dene in the validity of the inferredseismi model, however. To this end, the values of the �rst-order solid bodyrotation oeÆient Ckl of the modes omputed in the optimal model havebeen listed in Table 2. (The values of the kineti energy have also been tabu-lated, but this is just for ompleteness and to relate to Subsetion 4.4.) Theinteresting aspet is that these values are signi�antly di�erent; for exampleCkl = 0.492 for the l = 1, k = 1 mode (its orresponding observed modeshows a �ne struture triplet), but Ckl = 0.084 for the l = 2, k = 2 mode(its orresponding observed mode shows a �ne struture doublet). This meansthat signi�antly di�erent frequeny splittings should be observed from onemultiplet to another, thus providing a robust test of the inferred mode iden-ti�ation.The values of the Ckl oeÆients for the �ve observed modes showing �nestruture have been reported in Table 1 (5th olumn). Using equation (17),and remembering that � = 2�� and 
 = 2�=Prot, we omputed estimatesof the rotation period of GD 165 for eah of the multiplets as indiated inthe 6th olumn of the table. The quoted unertainties ome solely from theunertainties in the values of the frequeny splittings between adjaent mul-tiplet omponents. Table 1 indiates a most remarkable internal onsistenybetween the �ve estimates of Prot thus obtained. The rms average gives aremarkably aurate estimate (�1%) of 57.09�0.57 h for the rotation periodof GD 165, the most reliable value ever obtained for a ZZ Ceti star.Figure 30 niely summarizes the exellent agreement that exists between12 of the observed frequenies and the split frequenies oming out of theassigned modes in the optimal model assuming solid body rotation with aperiod of 57.09�0.57 h. Of ourse, to produe this �gure, we have shifted theentral omponents of the observed and theoretial multiplets to the samezero value, as the optimal �t (see Table 2) does not reprodue the frequeniesat a perfet level of auray. For a given theoretial multiplet, the entralomponent was �xed at zero with no unertainty, and the m 6= 0 omponentswere omputed using equation (19) and the unertainty of 0.57 h on theassumed rotation period. For their part, the unertainties on the individualvalues of the 12 frequenies ome from Table 1. It is most improbable thatthe agreement between the values of the frequeny spaings between the twosets of values an be due to hane. This exellent agreement must rather beseen as a solid proof of the basi validity of the seismi model obtained forGD 165.It is interesting to examine the rotation kernel of eah of the �ve modesidenti�ed with observed multiplets. This is shown in Figure 31 whih learlyillustrates that these modes are sensitive to rotation only in the outer part ofthe stellar model, whih ontains little mass. Hene, our results that suggestthat GD 165 rotates rigidly have to be interpreted in the light of this obser-
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Fig. 30. Comparison of the observed multiplet strutures with those predited onthe basis of the optimal model assuming a solid body rotation with a period of57.09�0.57 h.vation: the internal rotation pro�le is only probed adequately in the outer �30% of the radius of GD 165 with the modes available. One ould not exludefor example that the inner regions rotate at di�erent rates than the outer part.This limitation is a harateristi of very degenerate white dwarfs suh as ZZCeti stars. In ontrast, as shown by [8℄, the rotation kernels for g-modes arerather uniformly distributed from the enter to the surfae in very hot whitedwarfs of the GW Vir type. This allows the probing of the entire rotationpro�le in these objets. Very muh like the ase of the outward migration ofthe weight funtion of an eigenfrequeny as disussed above in the ontext ofFigure 9, ooling also pushes the rotation kernel of a given g-mode toward theouter layers as a result of the general inrease of the state of degeneray inthe interior and the onomitant derease of the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequeny.
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Fig. 31. Normalized rotation kernel for eah of the �ve modes identi�ed in theoptimal model of GD 165 and assoiated with observed rotationally-split multiplets.7.3 Nonadiabati onsiderations and the optimal modelIt is instrutive to analyze the optimal model with a nonadiabati pulsationode to verify if the modes identi�ed with the observed ones are indeed pre-dited to be unstable. This provides a very important onsisteny hek and, ifsuessful, adds redibility to the inferred seismi model. As stated previously,the periods of the low-order modes found in GD 165 are quite insensitive tothe hoie of the onvetive eÆieny that has been made in the model build-ing phase. However, the question of the stability of the modes does dependsensitively on the hoie of the assumed onvetive eÆieny as was disussedaround Figure 23 above. The models that were built in the searh exerise usedthe ML2/�=1.0 version of onvetion whih, not by aident, is the versionthat was \alibrated" by mathing the theoretial with the empirial blue edgeof the ZZ Ceti instability strip. This alibration is based on the assumptionthat the perturbation of the onvetive ux adjusts instantaneously, whih is



60 G. Fontaine et al.a reasonable hypothesis near the blue edge of the strip sine the onvetiveturnover timesale there is muh smaller than the pulsation periods of interestas pointed out in Subsetion 6.3.Table 3. Nonadiabati properties of the optimal model of GD 165l k P (s) �R(rad/s) �I(rad/s) �e(yr)1 1 120.143 5:23 � 10�2 �2:60 � 10�13 1:23 � 1051 2 192.770 3:53 � 10�2 �2:12 � 10�13 1:50 � 1051 3 251.015 2:50 � 10�2 �9:72 � 10�11 3:28 � 1022 1 69.406 9:05 � 10�2 �2:88 � 10�13 1:11 � 1052 2 114.061 5:51 � 10�2 �3:24 � 10�13 9:82 � 1042 3 145.281 4:33 � 10�2 �1:11 � 10�10 2:86 � 1022 4 168.008 3:74 � 10�2 �3:38 � 10�10 9:41 � 1012 5 205.824 3:05 � 10�2 �3:30 � 10�9 9:67 � 1002 6 224.865 2:79 � 10�2 �6:13 � 10�9 5:20 � 1002 7 239.894 2:61 � 10�2 �9:75 � 10�9 3:27 � 1002 8 269.077 2:34 � 10�2 �6:67 � 10�8 4:78 � 10�1Table 3 summarizes some of the results obtained with the Montr�eal nona-diabati pulsation ode. The modes identi�ed with the observed ones in GD165 are indeed exited in the optimal model. In fat, all dipole modes withradial order between k = 1 and k = 22, and all quadrupole modes with radialorder between k = 1 and k = 25 are predited to be driven in the optimalmodel, as well as many low-order p-modes, inluding radial modes. This is afairly ommon situation in nonadiabati linear physis whih tends to preditwider bands of exited periods than those observed.7 But the important testis that the modes in the optimal model assigned to the observed modes inGD 165 are indeed expeted to be exited. Doubts ould justi�ably have beenast on the redibility of the optimal model if it had failed this test.The table also indiates that, for all modes, j�Rj � j�I j, whih is onsistentwith an earlier remark made above. In addition, the e-folding timesales listedthere are all muh smaller than the evolutionary timesale of GD 165, meaningthat the predited unstable modes have plenty of time to develop an observableamplitude. And indeed, it takes 1�3�108 yr for a typial H-atmosphere whitedwarf to ross the ZZ Ceti instability strip.7 Some researhers prefer to refer to \unstable" modes as those predited to bedriven, and to \exited" modes as those atually observed to have grown a de-tetable amplitude in a real star. Given that linear nonadiabati theory does notspeify whih of the unstable modes will beome an observable mode, this pointof view merits onsideration.



Basi Priniples of White Dwarf Asteroseismology 617.4 The inferred properties of GD 165The primary quantities derived from our asteroseismologial exerise for GD165 are the e�etive temperature Te� = 12,055�1370 K, the surfae gravitylog g = 8.045�0.070, the frational mass of the He mantle log �M(He)/M =�1.63�0.12, and the frational mass of the H outer envelope log �M(H)/M= �4.14�0.22. The unertainties on the derived parameters have been esti-mated using the method desribed in [5℄. Given the partiular mass-radiusrelationship that white dwarfs must obey, a star with these parameters andwith a pure C ore must have a mass M = 0.633�0.034 M� and a radius ofR = 0.0125�0.0007 R�. This assumes that the unertainties on the gravityare shared equally by the mass and the radius. Knowing the radius and thee�etive temperature, the luminosity follows, L = 3:0 � 1:7 � 10�3 L�. Therelatively large unertainty assoiated with L is mostly due to the unertaine�etive temperature, whih is a onsequene of the relatively low sensitiv-ity of the pulsation periods on that parameter as an be appreiated fromthe shape of the S2 ontour urves in Figure 28 above. Furthermore, and inonjuntion with an appropriate model atmosphere based on the ML2/�=1.0version of the mixing-length theory, the absolute magnitude in the V bandis obtained as MV (Te� ;M; g) = 11.73�0.46. The latter result is ombinedwith the apparent magnitude V = 14:32 � 0:01, leading to an estimate ofthe distane to GD 165 of d = 33.0�7.1 p, quite lose to the best availableastrometri value of d = 31.5 � 2.5 p ([25℄). The rotation period of GD 165is inferred to be 57.09�0.57 h, leading to a negligible equatorial veloity ofVeq = 0.267�0.017 km s�1.As disussed above, the periods observed in GD 165 are insensitive to theore omposition and the hoie of the onvetive eÆieny assumed to buildthe model, so no useful inferene an be made on the basis of the period datafor those two parameters. However, nonadiabati alulations based on the\alibrated" ML2/�=1.0 version of the mixing-length theory and applied tothe seismi model of GD 165 indiate that the observed pulsation modes areindeed expeted to be exited. In addition, [3℄ have shown that GD 165 is ur-rently still undergoing element separation and that the standard assumptionof di�usive equilibrium is unjusti�ed, at least for this star. This is an inter-esting piee of information about GD 165 and relates diretly to the atualshapes of the hemial pro�les in the transition zones in this ooling whitedwarf. Additional inferenes an also be made using after-the-fat full evolu-tionary alulations built on the basis of the derived strutural parameters.For instane, if GD 165 has a pure C ore, its ooling age would be 4:15� 108yr, while it would be equal to 3:64�108 yr if it has a pure O ore. Presumably,its true age is sandwihed in between those two values as a typial white dwarfwith a mass of ' 0.63 M� is expeted to have a C/O ore (but in unknownproportions). These extra evolutionary alulations also lead to the preditionthat the rate of period hange of the 120.356 s mode in GD 165 (the largestamplitude mode in that star) should be dP=dt = 6:8 � 10�16 s/s if the ore



62 G. Fontaine et al.is made of pure arbon, and of dP=dt = 7:8� 10�16 s/s if the ore is made ofpure oxygen. Unfortunately, due to the smallness of these values, it is doubtfulthat this will ever be measured, but the predition is made.8 ConlusionWe have tried in this book hapter to provide an original approah to whitedwarf asteroseismology. In partiular, given the reent availability of two verydetailed reviews on the properties of pulsating white dwarfs ([17℄; [44℄), wehave refrained from providing what would have been, at best, a detailed sum-mary of these reviews. In this ontext, the long referene lists found in [17℄and in [44℄ remain preious material.In the spirit of this book, we have instead onentrated on a pedagog-ial approah, with the aims of desribing the most basi aspets of as-teroseismology as applied to white dwarf stars. We �rst established severalfundamental notions of pulsation theory using pulsating white dwarfs as ex-amples. In this proess, we developed and used original material to a largeextent. Our demonstration ulminated with the example of a suessful as-teroseismologial analysis arried out for the ZZ Ceti star GD 165. This ex-ample underlines, in a nie way we believe, the power of asteroseismologyin its \forward approah" version, a method that has been underexploitedin our view. We hope that our e�orts will be useful to the general reader.Aknowledgments: We are most grateful to Hideyuki Saio and JagodaDaszy�nska-Daszkiewiz for their areful reading of this manusript and theiruseful suggestions. This work was supported in part by the Natural Sienesand Engineering Researh Counil of Canada. G.F. also aknowledges theontribution of the Canada Researh Chair Program.Referenes1. Arras, P., Townsley, D.M., & Bildsten, L. 2006, ApJ, 643, L1192. Bergeron, P. et al. 1993, AJ, 106, 19873. Brassard, P., & Fontaine, G. 2006, Mem. So. Astron. Ita., 77, 4394. Brassard, P. et al. 1992, ApJS, 80, 3695. Brassard, P. et al. 2001, ApJ, 563, 10136. Brikhill, A.J. 1983, MNRAS, 204, 5377. Chandrasekhar, S. 1964, ApJ, 139, 6448. Charpinet, S., Fontaine, G., & Brassard, P. 2009, Nature, 461, 5019. Charpinet, S. et al. 1997, ApJ, 489, L14910. Charpinet, S. et al. 2005, A&A, 437, 57511. Charpinet, S. et al. 2008, A&A, 489, 37712. C�orsio, A. et al. 2009, ApJ, 701, 100813. Dufour, P. et al. 2007, Nature, 450, 522
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